ing in the arrests of 25 HSU abadenta
:

dienupting Ronald Reagan at

A.S. campaign
With A.S. elections around the corner, The
Lumberjack continues its candidate forum
— and the editors make their
endorsements. Pages 4, 24

The long haul
Is the term ‘four-year college’ an

anachronism? Could be, as most CSU
students take five years or more to
graduate. Page 3

Marvelous Marsalis
Jazz great Wynton Marsalis, an

eight-time Grammy winner, brings his
sextet to HSU. Meet the man, his
music and his message in Currents.

Page 17

Associated

Students

ELECTIONS
Teachers are being laid off, classes cut,

The future of CSU Is looking pretty bleak.

departments axed and a 40 percent CSU fee increase has been proposed. Students and
administrators have to work together now to find solutions to restore quality higher education.
The representatives you elect to student government can help lead the fight. Voting in next
week's Associated Students election is your chance to decide who will represent your student
concerns to the administration.

SAMPLE

BALLOT

President

Arts and Humanities

Scott “The Integrator” Garvey
Dan Gjerde
Emma Young
shi

Behavioral & Social Sciences
Christopher Little

none

-&

Administrative

Vice President

Keith Vince

3

}

bi

Amber Whaley

Legislative Vice President
Lindamarie King
Student Affairs Vice President
Lael Sheber

.

Professional Studies

Volker Hoehne
Natural Resources & Sciences
Scott Tucker
Rebecca Verity
Pete Wilson jr.

INITIATIVES
$10 staggered A.S. fee increase -- YES or NO
Spring break scheduling -- Mid-semester; concurrent with local school spring
vacations; at some other time; no opinion

POLLING LOCATIONS
Quad

CANDIDATES FORUM
idates

this

ae
and
ry steps
Librafont

the Quad.
on ay
Ss at noon
sd
on ur
Th
ions. Call

Student Services bldg.

4-S-formoreinfo at826-4221.

Natural Resources bidg

Bring some quest

WRITE-IN CANDIDATES
You can still run for office as
a write-in candidate. Dead-

ecline to return -petitions is this

Friday atSp

Vote April 28, 29, 30
Be sure to bring yer student ID card!

AS

AMPUS

ae}

Students rally at Nevada nuclear test site
Q HSU students are among those arrested
as hundreds travel to Nevada to march
against nuclear weapons testing.

EE

a

a

AFF

residents, including about 40
More than 60 Humboldt Coun
HSU students, joined an estimated
500 people in Nevada during
spring break to protes t nuclear weapons —-.
Twenty-five students were enventad for
fe blocking the Las Vegas
Highway, blocking the entrance to the Las Vegas office of the
ent of
and for crossing the gate to the nuclear test
site facility in Mercury, Nev.
Stacy Shull, a natural resource senior, was one of the students
arrested last week for crossing
See
ee
teen
“It’s sort of a symbolic
arrest in the legal sense. Physically,
it was
arealarrest. The policea lied a pressure grip under our jaw which
was excruciating pain. They did it just to intimidate us,” Shull said.
The people arrested were
cuffed and detained
in barbedwire pens until they were bused north
to Beatty, Nev., and then
released. The protesters waited for relief vehicles to pick them up.
Protesters in coordination with the 100th Monkey Project and
other groups such as The Nevada Desert Experience and the Western Shoshone Tribe o
anti-nuclear events.
Musical groups such as Mary’s Danish and X joined gues'
aragement fo the protesters Api
and provide encouragemen
ers to entertain
11 and 12. All last week about 400 protesters
miles
on the
Las Vegas
way to the nce tenting facies where a mas
protest took
eeer
poe
res
tas
Saeeess
have
to
is
0
nucearn dia testing
goal
Project
world wide

BROWN
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arrests
a week ofed
Amass demonstration at the Department of Energy in Las Vegas, Nev. start
trespassing
for
arrested
18
the
among
were
students
for nuclear testing protesters. Two HSU

at the sit-in April 12. The demonstrators then traveled north to the Nevada Test Site. An Arcata
man was arrested in Las Vegas for interrupting a speech by Ronald Reagan, see page 11.

CSU students graduate — eventually
O Many CSU students are sticking around
for the five-year (or more) plan.
Oy Corete Ausdisto

Stay,” 5.4

entering
CSU students
may not be fast
at getting their degrees but they

are

—

report by the CSU Division o:
Aralytc Studies

In the report “Those Who

t of students

in the fall of 1983

graduated in four years.
The a

eomer4

uates jumped

=

—o

to 24.5 per-

and es estimated number

of 10-year graduates is 51.4 percent.

~~.

ie

MARY

eons
a degree has lengthened,
“a
the a
now at 5.53
systemwide.
Of the 1984-85 baccalaureate
ro 26 _——— took six or
uate, compeo.
percent ofthe 175
The om
uation rate
a
drifted downward from
percent of students beginhing fnin 1973 to 25.8 percent in
and 24.5 percent in 1983.
TheGraduate Survey of
1986 HSU graduates ask
“What length of time did it take
to —
your bachelor’s deS Director of Student Activities
and Leadership Development
Rees H
said 16 percent of
the graduates reported four
eh
percentenypets
sinyoamend

seven

t reported

percent reported

or more.

Academic Information and
Referrals Center Director Stan
Mottaz said he hasn’t seen any
ee
over the years.
said some students graduate
in four years and some graduate

in six or seven years.

“It depends on their dedica-

tion, their planning and so forth,”
he said

“Those who graduate in four
orlessare
the ones thatare really

dedicated
and sitdownand plan

out
— how they’re going
it, their strategies, their
eee
nD: Ste
Seay ..” Divsion of Anabytion! Suches, Oct, 1686
Who se
Source: “The

GRAPHIC BY MIKI POTTER

There are a variety of reasons

why CSU students take longer
to graduate.
Many students work to pay
their way through school, stopping for a semester or two to
earn enough to continue.
Others go part-time, or take
fewer than 16 units
to allow for
more work hours.
Class availability also decreases when both class and
work schedules must mesh.
“Whether
it’s working or other
obligations on the one
hand, or
on the other hand not wantingto
up early in the morning —
stoticall yithes been the4 p.m",
and the8an m. classes
that are the
last to fill,” Mottaz said.
ann she een ee

are
as

the most desirable, you're going
to be fighting with lots of other
students,’ he said.
CSU “Survey ‘89” asked why
students
drop out of school. Students ranked financial problems
highest at 44 percent, time confis and demandsofjabor fan.
iy at 28 percent, and unavailility of degree ene or
courses at 20
Lackof
enacts
uation to be d
,
go
should work with
advisers early so they can start
their own academic plan and
they know their oe
ee
and
Mee

Wockstomiear

than the four years it would
because they chose todo that, in
most cases.”
He said there are many students that only take 12 unitsa

semester.

Dividing the 124-unit- snini-

mum

units for a bach-

elorof arts degree b “ao
or eight semesters, vo
s that
students
must average 15.5 units
each semester to graduate on
time.
The 124-unit minimum does

not include any extras that may
added units and time,
such as change of major, bachelor of science degree, transfer
from another university, or remedial work to p
for college-level English, math and science.
Psychology senior Noelle Bailey expects to finish in fiveand a
half years. She transferred to
another campus and then returned to HSU, citing the smallcampus atmosphere as one of
the reasons she returned.
A
15 units a semester, she has
in intramurals
for three years and has worked
on campus.
“It is taking longer than I ex,” she said.
Art senior Rachel O’Rourke
olor pene
to graduate in five-andas well.
She oseed majors from Ento journalism to art, taking
16 and 19 units a semester.

She planned classes around a
semester
in Greece that was later
cancelled due to budget cuts,
adding an extra semester to
uation.

“I feel sorry for people just

See Grads, page6
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AS. fees,

Meet the A.S. presidential candidates

spring break

Q Is an A.S. fee increase necessary, and if so, why?

on ballot

Scott Garvey
l
tasenior
justice
en
social
andnm
enviro
I support an A.S. fee increase because it would
put more resources in the hands of the students to
) support their endeavors. Of course this is your
choice, so voice your feel:
of your $302,000to
$147,000
ice
The A.S. offuses
to reduce this,
ways
many
are
There
A run the office.
nt
rnmeexpegove
student
of
and with 3 1/2 years
rience at Humboldt (External Affairs Commissioner, Representative at Large, liason for the

CPUS

Northcoast Environmental Center and Com-

munity Recycling eo

an ay ee member

e Students

of several clubs and committees, I must stress

Steve Harmon and other A.S. ay me
believe we need an A.S. fee increase, but I disagree
with their conventional wisdom. Here are my
reasons:
The university budget cutbacks have only
caused a one percent increase in demands on the
Associated Students budget. The A.S. budget is
again balanced with thousands left unallocated
for next year, as well as more than $130,000 in
reserves.
And we have other sources of student money
outside of another fee increase. Our University
Center fee, for example, was raised $35 just five
years ago, and this has given the U.C. an ex-

school year.
If the resolution were

most beneficial use with existing programs and
the new ones we will create next year.

and $4 more than that in 1994-95
1993-94,

budget. U.C. money

|

tremely

This is a question with which Ihave dealt exten‘sively as natural resources and sciences represen-

“tative and an A.S. Board of Finance member.

To maintain the programs that Associated Stu-

E dents currently funds, no increase is needed for

money to see
enough
the A.S.
causeprogam
next year, but exrough
e has
the
short in the next two years.
to bets
pec
In 1985, students voted in a special
$13, from $29
by s
election to raise A.S. fee
to $42. Fees have not risen since then.
The fee revenue would generate additional funding for A.S. programs with
‘the goal of maintaining quality within
those oy ro
The student vote on when spring
e
only advisoryto
be l
break takes place wil
those responsible for setting theacademic
calendar.

the pe sal board which controls
eens,
this money is made up mostly by students and
is very student-friendly. Part of this $150,000
go to increase funding for several A.S.
can easily
programs, freeing up thousands of dollarsin the
AS. budget for the other programs. The entire
ASS. budget, we should note, is only $302,000.
The A.S. government should stop nickel-anddiming us, and look at all of the budgets on
campus. This is where the real money is. That's
why I’m running for A.S. president — to offer a
vision of the big picture.

Students will choose from the follow-

should

If an opportunity became available where
AS. had extra money, though, I would like to
see A.S. implement programs such as those
promoting cultural diversity on campus.
The students will make the final decision by
voting in the election for or against the fee
increase. If they do, I will ensure they get the
most for their money.

Candidates plan changes

no +

ong
ile some maintain that an earlier
break would be more beneficial than the

tes.

"s at C

yanen een

justice
an torewri
mental wants
eth
cero

sav

officetoall

constitution “too

students

and remove the central buresucracy.”
He wants to continuein student governmentas
“integrator, communicator, facilitator and coor-

dinator,” helping to connect all the departments

and UC systhe CSUng
on campus and connecti
tems with each other.

ennet time
item, eee! ‘ecumess ‘
and
at
on setting goals
"
how they all fit together.”
| Gjerde said as part of the IRA committee last
i

*
didn’ just “2 re and de “ten tilliin
We

whichis— give
trators boardid do,
incense
ro cone
cut...
across-the-board

just

because that’s thewa

it’s always been done ar
“I've maintained my oa
said.
what I believe in,” Gjerde

,
integrity and

_ Emma Young, natural resource

clubs and organizations to provide such __issuesand concernsdirectly with President Alistair

ces as faxing, photo copying and phone ac- McCrone.
to students
in lis
“I have the experience
cess to other campuses.
from all
input
“1 don’t have all the answers. My goal is to and I’mopen... to different ideas, to
depend

upon

ts of others,”

“know these peopleare here, and lam familiar
it all in.
with many of (them). Let’s plug

(Everyone's) vote counts,” Garvey

Dan Gjerde, political science junior, wants to

survey the students to discover what their priori-

Sines

Gi

and boards.

Be

aloes Velgh

commlaeee

various budget committees

needs to “see
He believes student government

na

ential

position,” Y

act as advisers to her as A.S.
“I see typically where we

said.

dent.
have these two fac-

tions on issues — one for, one against,” she said.
“We're just always

. _ sat people

vacation with their children who attend
area schools.

!|

Emma Young

Dan Gjerde

Scott Garvey

ee
residents
_ serps

sssornascacennsrrgenaty
##§=—ssm—=—s—s—
eae

Administrative

Amber Whaley

Legislative

Lindamarie King

Stee

affa

we

David Whitman

lane

Behavioral and

social science

beating on each other. I think

Own, one-on-one, you can come

“I’m willing, I'm dedicated. I’m very much here
forthe aden and I wl be as preident” she

Natural resources

and science
Scott Tucker

Keith Gaudet
°
R
andy Ghent

d
Prove
|
:
Yeasgea
emcn
manp
peti
aias
Seem
?
mera
ioe
ee
tat
s
ieohee
eee
cemn
would
that
es
She also wants student committe
he said.
egree

middle of the semester would prevent
students (and faculty) from spending the

and

p a commitinterpretation senior, wants to d
from many segments of
of students
tee com

Garvey thinks the A.S. office should be opento the student population that would meet to discuss

campus

mester, some feel a break closer to the

ee

ee

Oe

“traditional” one falling later in the se-

candidates

A.S.

the big picture.”
Ra mf Dan fovssing on 2 fens, eommay ene
budget
money-consuming scrutiny of every AS.

tions as to when spring break

fall: in the middle of the semester,

concurrent with scheduled county school
spring vacations, at some other time or

excessive.

| ‘the coming year, yet small increases will be necessary in future years to cover rising costs, de-.
creased enrollment and university budget cuts.
I personally feel that the $10 increase over the
span of two years (as proposed on the ballot) is
Part 2 of a 3-part series. A.S. elections will be held April 28-30

eters Seman

staggered be-

The increase w

is student

ing

_natural resource planning senior

sone

, there

would be no increase in 1992-93, but stung $6 more ($48) in
dents will be

Emma Young

dent body would be given
_| more power and
: pas | poems ae
Associposed by

hd

($52), adding up wd 7 increase.

political science junior

Voices from HSU’s stu-

posed

vote

The A.S. fees are currently $42 per

All of these programs and you help make our

cam us what it is, so if you vote for an increase
I will make sure this increase will be put to the

Dan Gjerde

By Carole Audisio
LUMBERJACK STAFF

will

Asaaanan Susdents fos Wilbenns.

the A.S. funds.

the value of the

ECR —

Rebecca Verity

studies

| Arts and humanities

weenie

Undeclared

Sonya Schmidt

no one has applied

* Turned in petitions late but intend to run as write-in candidates. A
write-in candidate who fails to file with A.S. by Friday cannot assume

«

|
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Special-interest dorms could form in fall
Q Living groups would be designated for students
interested in health, the arts, multicultural experience,
was protors,
the idea
other administra
commitadvisory
posed to the
tee. The committee is composofed
fac-

Tee

ul eis

Next fall could see special-interest liv-

ing
sand

eamanaes wae

ttee mem
intersetting
of
charge
in
be
will
est, and
to overseeethe
committe
up the

groupsin HSU dormitories,
a pronote dependent on student inter-

est.

it be implemented, Har-

—
ris

The
— which would be run
by the students involved and assisted by
faculty and staff “mentors”
— would reacommitment to participation, said

of residential
life John Capaccio.

To that end, a short essay
one’s interest
in living witha
inie
terestgroup, and whatone
is required as part of the application process.
Capaccio said the concept of
le
practice
“rel or
began in the late 1960s and there are now
more than 2,000
and universities
nationwide
with su
Harland Harris, executive director of
housing and d
services, said that
after diecuseing the oabjoct with several

floor
thirdon
ess
halls, human awarenthe
of Redwood Hall and community service and leadership in Cypress suites

cause of the diluting effect she feels it will
have on diversity and because it is “tothe interest
tally narrowing the focuofs”

Based on those potential allocations,
the roughly 300 spots would account for
y e
the availabl
quarter oftel
a ima
approx
positions, if all spe- On-campus
filled.
werents
cial interest assignme
“Doing five programs is very ambitious,” Capaccio said. “Most schools start
ii i
age ig hn ht
ecision toretain five, heexplained,
was made after surveying faculty and

orcite in dl

4110 and 4120.

human awareness, community service and leadership.

Capaccio, also part of the preliminary
discussions, said a survey last semester
asked students about 19 topics.
The five most
— health and
fitness, performing and creative arts,
multicultural/international experience,
serhuman awareness and community
vice and leadership — were then
to try and enact, he said.
Asheet briefly describing the programs
stated that if enacted they will be housed
as follows: health and fitness in Hemlock
and
and Chinquapin halls,
t suites 4130creative arts in
50 and 4230-50, multicultural /international experience in Madrone and Maple

st “
and getting
staff for intere

twee waiting now to see what interest there really is (from new and returning residents),” Harris said.
some idea of
Capaccio, who
it is
interest level by the end of May, said
the
decide
ultimately
will
that which
ae: fate.
students aren’t interested in living
in those areas then they won’t exist,” he
said. “It’s a simple fact.”
It appears many residents are not enthused by the idea.
Cypress Hall resident Gini Berquist,

for example, said she hopes it fails be-

Residence Hall Associa-

tion, and

of the

Redwood Manor council,
she had talked
almost
arti

opinion piece she wrote in a

newsletter she produces and distributes

to Cypress Hall and Redwood Manor has

been mostly negative.
“Obviously it won't be for everyone,”
Harris said, but “we'll see how people
receive it.”
While acknowledging that the groups
could become exclusionary, Capacciosaid
the hope is that the groups will actually
and diversity.
t awareness
in raising
assis
“When we're reviewing their applica-

we have a diverse group, he said, pointa common
ing out that people
like-minded.
interest do not have to be
work, but
project
to seetthis
“We wan
we're
Ca’

will

going to m
not
i said. Eh Gents

ne

it work,”
wanes

die.”
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prepared a gourmet meal.

Valley Video cheered him up with great
entertainment
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On-campus gasoline
tank leak discovered
QA

state agency steps in after HSU reports __ Combssaid thestatehas hirer

a leak in an underground storage tank.

A faulty pipeis believed
to the
cause of a gasoline leak in an
und
storage tankatthe
Plant
tions yard

The 6

on tank
is used

to store fuel for university vehicles.

The tank was determinedto

Ken Combs,

rof phyeical

services,
Because it was found to be

faulty, the tank was placed on

an accelerated

maintenance

schedule. During a routine inspection April 14, inspectors
from the Office of the State
Architect discovered the leak.
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® Cookies
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Seating
Cafe
*
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Chocolate Truffles *® Espresso

Cakes
lty
Wedding
Cakes
Specia
Lunch
Now Serving Focacatcia
OPEN 7 DAYS
2223 Harrison
Ave.
Eureka
442-1336

209
E Sereet
Old Town,
Eureka
445-2923
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accord:

tion last A

Toeseigacx se

mine the extent of contamina-

by banlnargpaninant spe

pede

By J. Waters

and conduct soil tests to deter-

tion, as part of a statewide program todeal with the problem of
aging underground storage
Combs said he could not determine the amount of gas that
has leaked from the tank, because the leak developed sometime between an inspection in
fall 1990 and the August inspection.

Once investigators determine
the extent of the contamination,
contractors will remove the
tainted soil and the hole will be
filled with
gravel. Eventually,
= dpee: will be re-soiled and
halt laid.
“HSU
several other underground fuel storage tanks, and
7 have recently been fitted
more accurate monitoring

devices than those used on the
Plant Operations tank.
Combs said Plant |
tions
is now purchasing fuel from the
community, and once the soil is

replaced, a new above-ground

storage tank will be installed.
“We're treating this as a very
minor incident,” Combs said.

Grads |
Continued
from page 3
out. I know many
e that have to
schedules
and have

scheduling

le
trouble

educa-

tion classes,” O’ Rourke
~

damper 5 hee
junior Kristi
Jckon
graduate next
spring — after four —“Students can’t just
classes randomly out o a
catalog and then complain
that they're not—
on time,” she said
Tograduatein four
she has taken 21 units at a
time, taken summer classes
and “constantly bothered”
her adviser to check on
which classes will be offered.
She has also worked offcampus at a fast food restaurant 20 hours a week.
“It’s an all-or-nothin
situation. It can’t be half
assed. You either go to
school or you don’t
go to
school,” Jackson said.

ia

chology freshman
said,
“Tm going

toaus it one semester at a
He

to work and atfull-time.

2S School’s almost ouf

but we all need to keep on:
Reducing
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-buy in bulk & consider
the packaging
REUSING
-keep bringing your
own cup for drinks!
Recycling -moving out?
Take your unwanted
Stuff to the recycling
center! Somebody
needs that stuff!
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Income-based loan

So"

payback proposed

BS

ae

DS”

Je

The foot structure is composed

of 26 bones, 33 joints, sad
about 20 muscles. No wonder
coordination is such a problem.

QO Proposed legislation would make loans
available regardless of parents’ income.
oy Chee

G-

7

i

Pulven

FOOTCARE
SPECIALISTS

ee
are ee 2 Saree
or eae eee,
Congress has
an “LD.E.A.” to
Anew student loan proposal
by Rep. Tom Petri, R-Wis., titled the
Incomet Education Assistance Act (LD.E.A.), would make
loans
of up to $70,000 available
for most ———
co!
ne

7

t

© Diabetic & Arthritic

iadeiiataand up to $143,000 for medical

LD.E.A.
provide a new twist to traditional student-loan
payback schemes. Borrowers would pay the loan back based on
their income
taxes when they leave school.
“Under I.D.E.A.
every student,
of his or her parent’s
income, would be able to to take out loans for education with

Px

¢ Ankle Sprain

tie | ¢ Ingrown Toe Nails

“WT

complete confidence that repayment would be affordable, no mat-

“Te

8

‘Sam,

ter what income the student ends up earning after leaving school,”
Petri stated in a press release.
At HSU most reactions are favorable.
“The idea on the surface seems to have a lot of merit,” said
assistant financial aid officer Jack Altman. “The actual implementation of it, because it would be such a big program, would raise a lot
of questions.”
Students’ reactions were uniform!
rtive of LD.E.A.
it easier (to aback
“Sounds
y appealing. It should
student loans),”
environmental resources engineering freshman Will Arcand, 18.
Wildlife freshman
Martha Marez, 19, said “I would really
go for
it because
it’s easier
to pay. You wouldn’tbe forced (to pay student

%’

«

¢ Heel Spurs

:

« @ Warts
© Corns, Calluses

© Medicare Provider

© Accept Most Health
Care Plans

R. Bruce Franz D.P.M.

822-2880
1731 G St. ¢ Suite B ¢ Arcata
Only one block from HSU campus

loans) right away.”

Altman said similar
onal legislation, the Higher Education Act, was proposed in
and would provide direct federal
loans to students. suds Sie ee, hese Hest oer
1996, and students
would be lost in the transition,
according to a
fevtin written
wee
by the National Council of Higher Education
Inc. and the Consumer Bankers Association.
Altman
nase said
caid he saw few drawbacks with the LDEA. proposal.

or Heiplt | ‘need =.

earners would be
Sean

low earners because of the
program that if a student had not

to ‘more listings! *

compl

rough the IRSin a certain number of

lastiong at 114,500!

rg

AS

ghrp whe

ven,” hesaid.

ye7On the other hand, dresses,
would pay a bit more
than their share and that, in effect, would make the program seif-

"He said the Sane
current
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Harris dies in San Quentin gas chamber
a.m. yesterday. A stay of execution
was
issued bacweee of er evidence that

Q After 13 years on Death
Row, convicted murderer
Robert Alton Harris

showed Harris’

have shot one of the victims. In an extrao!
move, anges tho policed

became the first person to

preme Court justices
ended
duel and ordered no more stays in a 7-2
ruli

be executed in California

There is no good reason for this abu-

in 25 years.

sive delay, watehas been compounded
by last-minute attempts to manipulate
the judicial
)” the court said.

By Chantal Fairon

Justices John Paul Stevens
and Harry
Blackmun dissented.

Robert Alton Harris
was executed yesterday at 6:21 a.m. after a temporary stay
of execution ordered by the U.S. District
Court of Appeals was reversed.
Harris has been on Death Row since
a

Harris and his brother, Daniel, mos

na
vee)

the gas cham

two San
Gad tor reach

in1
. Rob-

ert Harris fatally shot the boys, and then

he and Daniel Harris were arrested sev-

eral hours later by police, including the
father of one of the slain boys.

nally scheduled to die in

“eHe was ori

younger brother may

Harris’ execution was the first in Cali-

fornia in 25 years. Gas was introduced

in San Quentin at 12:01

into the chamber at San Quentin at about
to be un6:05 a.m., and Harris

conscious about 6:12 a.m. He was pro-

nounced
dead at 6:21 a.m.

Many death penalty opponents characterized the execution2 as unnecessaril y
brutal, because Harris had first been
strapped into the gas chamber about 4
a.m.
A crowd outside San Quentin had

swelled to about 500 on Monday night,
but only about 30
remained
early Tuesday when the execution was
carried out.
In Humboldt County, HSU Amnesty
International members have voiced their
opinions
the execution.
.
emns the
ce of
the death penalty in all uses,” said Theresa
Morales, an English senior and member
of the campus club. “It is considered an

inhumane, cruel and degrading
ment — a violation of human

-

rights.”

Morales
set up a table by the Univer-

sity CenterApril 3,

studentsto

letter to Gov. Wilson
dents of HSU are

forward a
him the studeath pen-

sign a petition that

alty. Morales said about 300 signatures

had been collected
to
Gov. Wilson denied Harris
Thursday.

break.
cy last

Fetal alcohol syndrome

brain damage caused b epee de, we
haveboen cied aseaseiae abiad lmrte
to murder. Gov. Wilson said the child,
not the man, in Harris was abused, and
the man in Harris committed
the murders.

According to a press release from the

national officesof
International,
set 39, was literally kicked out
of the

wo
Amanda Paschall, another memberof

See Harris, page 10

City Council change
creates new balance
By ee

a big difference.”
In reference to vote-splitti
Canning said in this Seition
“people were able to simply do
their mathematics better.” She
said there is potential for the
same situation two years from
now, when the two council
seats
belonging toher and BobOrmelas

Seis

heresultsof last Tuesday's
city elections a
indecisive eno
to offer
both liberals and conservatives

the opportunity
to claim victory,
qiaiaughustepatetinenua bind.
for their side.

The

Supporters

of

new

Bel be nice to see a little
more coordination
lib-

councilmembers
Car! Pellatz and

erals),”

Lou Blaser can

she

point to their

said.

election as a
successful or-

Candidates
Schaub, Elizabeth Lee and

AW

TTA

A ATTA AAT IS

ganization of

unspokenfor” Arcata voters to get

Dwain

Goforth received endorsements
as a three“slate” from

sentation on the council.
would seem to be a vindication

leoteantnapeachtlipss
ty,among

of the idea that many city voters
aren’t ha

with the current

council

others.

fourth-place
and Afthepines
ishes have been

actions.

On es other hand, oe mee

target

nate

conservativeire,

in the

y call the results a

numerical
win for their side. The
combined votes for the five lib-

ulk sees it differently.
“The only reason Victor

eral candidates made up not

Schaub won is because of the
work of Butterfield,”
Faulk said.
“He was able to win because of

quite
60 percent of the total votes,

y tofustover 40 for three

conservatives, and liberal
already have blamed
election of
tz and Blaser to
liberal voters dividing their pref-

300 absentee
ballot votes

ied,

erences.

a city record), falls very close to
Butterfield’s vote total of 1,185.

However, Faulk did agree
prea pr scp
ol tou

Se

student participation; and the

Moore

in

mailboxes,”

of mail in voters’

Canning

said.

“That/sunprecedentedinacoun-

cil election here, and that makes

On

ee

tz

a fairly ne Plat waspobably
Yarns

mas
Aa,"
Moore.
i.

were able to get
different

Balt con

of absentee
voters, 1,119 (easily

sulle to three factors: The running of three conservative
candidates
as a “slate” as
to the more crowdedliberal field;
Eoanion
Pellatz and

bein

stituted
more than 20
Soteie ton aad Goat

Councilmember
Lynne Canning says she attributes
the re-

amount

fi

y attrib-

uted to liberal votes being sioffto Sam Pennisi and
ul “Tex” Butterfield,
but HSU
litical science lecturer Dan

and liberals

con

,

_

(conservatives)
y max outaround
3500 vow,” he said.

See Balance, page 12

MEG LAWS) THE LUMBERJACK

Victorious council candidate Victor Schaub shares his delight at election results with

supporters Brenda Steinberg, an HSU art senior, and attorney Michael Golden of Arcata.

Blaser, Pellatz join council
eral majority
in Arcata.

Wy connate Seed

Pellatz, who was
both measures, said

With
a turnout of 56 percent
of registered voters and the
defeat

of two

didates identified

incumbents,

were indicative of putting us

this year than it has since 1972.

in,” he said.

The 5,554 ballots cast included 1,119 absentee ballots,

wantsa

relonad by the County Clerks

according to
on

conservative
candidates
Blaser and Pellatz to win.
Lee, who lost her seat on

personalities
and the two mea= were separate issues in

Arcata’s
election last week saw
morecommunity involvement

ted

ny

bent Victor Schaub and chalvier Bae t plnions
-—_ + what put them
ce.
Schaub said the fact that he
got the
est number of
votes, 2,517, in addition to the
val of Measures L and
a
indicates
there is still a lib-

“I don’t

she probably would have won

the measures

if there had been one leas Iiberal candidate
in the election.

Schaub said, “If you took

Pellatz said the community

one (left-side candidate) out

and sees Blaser

and split the votes, it would
have put three left-side
candi-

and himself as the means to
that

dates on the council.

mocibinaheet to hathyty

He em
that “left
side” does not necessarily
mean “liberal, “ citing Lee,

some
—

the same

belief.
“I felt there would

be a

who he called a moderate,as
an example.

te the split, Schaub
oat
=
that
Pellatz replaced
on the
council.

change on the council to repre-

sent more of a cross section of
the
tion,” he said.
ub and defeated incumbent Elizabeth Lee
ted

See Election, page 12

that a split in the votes for cananne

————

a

with the

“left side” may have allowed

st
idate

ell

10
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Harris
© Continued from page 9
HSU Amnesty International,
said Harris’ father kicked the
mother of Harris’ body three
months before he was due to be
born thus, initiating his birth.
According to a 1990 California Poll conducted by the Field
Institute, 80 percent of the 615
Californians polled support the
death
ty. The error margin
was plus or minus 4.1 percent.
said su
of the
death
penalty have also come to
Amnesty’s table by the quad.
“Some of the
we have
gotten is that weare ignoring the
rightsof the victimof the crime,”

said Paschall, a botany senior.

She said some students
showed dollar bills at the table
and told the club, “It’s crummy

TR

Execution was ‘horrific’

tax dollars to

oe

in prison.”

ccaiine

bab

dems

cost more to spend money on an

of the legal

a

rales said, “The death pennot a cost-effective meais
alty
sure because of legal fees. It’s
the
more expensive than
prisoner in jail.” Harris has
multiple appeals since 1982.
“We think the death penalty is
not inherent to crime,” Paschall
said. “The death penalty in society reinforces the acceptabilityof
violence to solve problems.”
Paschall said the gas chamber

stle
Michel
Editor’ snote: Journali

to the
Locke was an
n
yesutio
exec
Harris
Alton
Robert
with
story
this
et
terday on
E
Associated

SAN QUENTIN (AP) — Af-

ter a tumultuous night jammed
withlast-minute reprieves, Robert Alton Harris died quietly at
dawn.
The last minutes of Harris’
eenaneniod
a
life

the 1978 kidnapand
to deaforth

murder of two San Diego teenagers, 16-year-olds John
yeski and Michael Baker.
Watching Harris die was a
worse
made ce,
horrificexperien
d
edente
unprec
of
by a series
s and an early moming
trip to the gas chamber that was
abruptly stayed.
The first time we filed into the
dimly lit witness area and saw

(at San Quentin) is an emotion-

ally traumatic way to die because
ultimately the inmate chooses
when to die choosing when to
breathe.
Editor’s note: The Associated
Press contributed to this report.

His eyes rolled. His head hung down,
then raised slowly all the way back
until it titted backward. His head sank
forward again, and he convulsed.
the chamber glowing eerily,
nerves were screwed to a high

at the time the gaspsofa
ulate
man taking his last breaths, but
it must have been
in
before the cyanide tablets were

pitch.

Strapped into the chair, Har-

rd son apne a jaunty
, nodded

air as he

smiled at

witnesses, among them his family members.
But after about 12 minutes —
during which we, the witnesses,
watched Harris andhe watched
us — a phone rang bringing
another stay, the
word of
. We were led
night
the
of
h
fourt
buses.
the
to
out, and back
Two hours later, we were

dowy.
tagea dclewtcie
mpetans 2g
‘

to i

dy

pe,

His eyes rolled. His head hung
all the
, slowly
then raised
down

called back, hurriedly. As soon

as we arrived, Harris was dis-

patched into the gas chamber.

Having already watched Harris wait for death for 12 minutes
added a surreal note to an already unreal atmosphere.
The second time Harris was
strapped in, the mood was grimchamber
mer, both in the
ss
block.
and in the witne
As I watched the preparations
that I
made, I thought to m
ss
witne
the
n
to
retur
could not

area a third time that night.

way back until it tilted backward.
His head sank forward again,
and he convulsed.
Harris’ family members
hugged each other as he went
through his death throes — not
looking.
Steven Baker, father of victim
kept his eyes
Michael Baker,
out. Other relatives of victims
hung on to each other. Some

" FHorrified, Ihad to keep pushee

Se

a wave of emotion.

air wats Geoeendeeery

ver-

me,

ing to keepin check their human

anes

“;

handed

han
paper
slip of
a slit & Ie door conthat Harris was dead.
We, the witnesses, were led

Harris was pale as the straps

were pulled tight. He winked at

usonce, but there werenosmiles.
I tried to keep my concentration on the event, on its details
and its timing — but in the back
of my mind flashed, “He’s dy-

through-

trained on the

back outside.
When we had entered Death

Row, it was night. When we
emerged, dawn was breaking.
|

ee
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Arcata resident Springerhadno

(gy

intentions of hurting Reagan

© He is arrested and released in Las Vegas
after attempting to draw media attention to
government nuclear testing.
By Dovid Jervie
Humboldt County resident
Rick Springer is free following
his pene
encounter

with

id Reagan,
but he still

could end up behind bars.

Poovey

41, who has lived in

ta

McKinleyville, was

of three
prison.
aor
canathed 056 pound
glass pooh Reagan had received from the National Association of Broadcasters
and then
attempted to speakinto Reagan’s
microphone about pi soniye
wea
taking place at

theeNevadawashitby
Test stesomers

s
but was unhurt, and
nger was seized by Secret
Service agents and quickly led

Fattest Si.* Prosat mart oh

proposed Nuclear Testing Mora"eniae
cri

unhappy

vidiwiin he was

with initial ts

ah

+)

serious

stated the action was an
attempt “to draw media attention .to the urgency of sto
nuclear testing” in a
statement
two days later.
Ina telephone interview from
Las Vegas yesterday, Springer
_ _ ot al
to enter a
plea
of not
guilty in a preliminary
scheduled for May
4 in federal court.
said heand
However,
his attorney, W

expect the
a former

Carrico,

of threatening
president to be

=
sno
ate that charge,”

a

Thechargecarriesa maximum

.

However, at an arraignment

Tuesdayin Las Vegas,
/).S. Magistrate Lawrence
Leavitt charged
Springer with the lesser charge
and released him on his own

recognizance.

Leavitt allowed Springer to
participate in protests last week
at the Test Site, provided he
broke no laws.
In his statement, Springer
stated “I wish to make it clear
that I acted alone and autonomously. I had no premeditated
intention of
the former
President.” He also offered a
ee

0

Springer said he did partici-

Diet & Regular
6PACK 12 oz. Cans

12 oz.
Fountain
Drinks
with this

"Siohe first reports were terribly irresponsible...reporting

assume that— there was an audienceof 2,000
le,and even
who was in front of

assaulting a

|

erage of his action. He felt it focused on his interruption of
’s speech rather than the
issue of nuclear weapons test-

Following
his arrest,
torsinitially announced
would oe =.
federal officer.

|

courage Congress to act on its

ood

Se

Students: Close to Campus!

Eni
hs pelisdnary hearingto enSunday, he began

off the stage.

ee

cena)

3197 Alliance Rd.

best known in the county as a
founder of the 100th Monkey
Project four years ago. But on
April 13, Springer received
worldwide atten
when he
was arrested following
an interruption of the former president’s

of

that I rushed the stage and =
to

harm

(Rea

,”

“There was no ame

to

the stage said it was obvious I
had no intention of threatening
“Bat that was in the first few
days, and now most papers are
hearing the real message, about
the issue of nuclear testing, and
I’m thankful,” he said.
Springer was identified in
many news accounts as an Ar-

cata resident, although he has
lived
most
recently
in
McKinleyvilleand the Bay Area.
He considers Arcata his home,
and intends to move back to the
city when his case is finished.
e way I lookatitis
that I've
been away on business all
around the country,” he said.
“Arcata is my home, and I look
forward to coming back.”

coupon
“
.
.
~

Its a new barbershop
All the latest

Since 1929 The Lumberjack has been providing HSU students and
Arcata with campus and community news.

- 11

in the best

826-125

in town!
ts

e

tradition.
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Balance

The Lumberjack

ernment makes it a top priority

and

and has people

© Continued from page 9
Canning said she believed the
44 percent of city voters who
stayed away from the polls were
probably mostly
students,
and
middle-of-the road and liberal community members.
“I tend to think everyone conservative voted in this election,”
she said. “I was concerned liberals were napping a little bit this
time around.”
Faulka
. Despite the successful effort undertaken by the
Butterfield campaign to register
voters,
est absentee ballots
and register students, Faulk said
student turnout was hurt forreasonsother than ss.
“Eighteen to 24-year-olds just
don’t vote as much as other age
ups,” he said, adding he beieves that most of the more than
4,000 Arcatans who didn’t cast

ballots were students who were

out of town on spring break.
“Students
area huge potential
up of voters,” he said. “In the
ture, if (HSU’s) student gov-

advance
twomonthsin
wo!
of an election, they could could
have students elect anyone they
want to the council.”
Faulk said in the wake of the
election of Blaser and Pellatz,
the council now accurately represents the population of Arcata
—except for HSU students.
“(It) finally represents to a
itdid in
thanree
much better deg
years,” he said. “Prior to
recent
it had repago,rs
around 20 yea
the compartof
older
an
resented
1970s
the
in
then
munity, and
there was a sort of coup in a few
elections where you then saw
just a more liberal element on
it.”

Blaser and Pellatz would seem
to reflect the 40 percent of total
votes cast for them and Gary

Moore in the election. However,

the twoare still outnumbered by
the more liberal Schaub, Canning and Ornelas.

said the arrival of
Cannin
Blaser and Pellatz will “take off
ure” that she
some of the
said has existed since the sanctu-

ary controversy last year. She

said the two new members
would find most council work
to be “nuts and bolts, get-therather than
nee
—
i
ons.
tiiiiiive
er if Be
issues do come to light among
sai
the new council, Canning
“liberal
the possibility of a 3-2
advantage” did not put Blaser

and Pellatz at a disadvantage.

“With two of them, ane can
make a motion and one can second it, so it can be discussed —
which is great, because I love to
discuss things,” she said.
Faulk said the new council
strikes a
balance between
liberaland conservative portions
in the community, but was unsure whether the five members
would polarize or work well together.
“There could be some open
hostility between Schaub,
Ornelas and Blaser,” he said.
“But Carl Pellatz is not so dogmatic and seems more open.
There’s the good chance that he
and Canning could be able to
work more toward the middle,
e
the other
and then they can forc
three into compromise.”

Election

“Money buys exposure, but it isn’t ately ints.

¢ Continued from page 9

Pennisi said money wasn’t an
tissuein the campaign.
im
were 1,119 absentee
ballots returned, which set an Arcata election record.
Butterfield, who was “extremely surprised” by the election results, said he received
than he exmuch less su
from
tee voters.
He said the low number of
votes he received a
him
prethe
in
well
did
he
because
election polls.
Pellatz, who placed three
places lower than Butterfield in
one poll, said, “Polls can harm
those notin the top three spots.”
However, he said he was not
bothered by the poll.
Pellatz was also relatively unaffected by the controversial ad
by Vicplaced in The Lumberjack
tor Schaub.

her to get more

“1

votes,” he said.
:
date
candi
and
nt
HSU stude
the
saw
d
rfiel
Paul “Tex” Butte

split from a different point of
3

view.

He said the liberal candidates
Dwain
Schaub andf,
were himsel
Goforth.
liberal,
Leeisieve
“Liberalsbel

even though she represents a
moderate/conservative

con-

stituency,” Butterfield said.
Butterfield said a split in the

more moderate candidates’ votes
carried into the votes for the liberals.
Blaser and Pellatz saw their

victories as an expression of the
voters’ desire for change, not the
result of split votes on the left
side of the campaign.
“The vote is a statement of the

people of Arcata,” Pellatz said.
He said the narrow margin in
the final ballot count is a reflec-

tion of an almost even split between liberal and conservative

-

voters.

In addition to a possible split

Pennisi, Lee recognized for service

in the votes, some candidates
believe the record

amount

of

funds raised in this year’s elec-

tion also had an effect on the

By Lis Weeety

turnout, as well as the results.

councilmember Carl Pellatz and Schaub. Lou

a

Blaser was out of town and will be sworn in

“There was a lot of money
spent by both sides on a ‘get-

Before Schaub and Pellatz were sworn in
ted Sam Pennisi and a tearful
Schaub

out-and-votedrive,’” Butterfield
said. He said the drive had a

their dedicated service to the Arcata commu-

out.”

before next week’s meeting.

o

haub y
was unanimousl
Arcata Mayor VictorSc
r a second term re

nore

s

ata

ity Council meeti:
ay.
to
sateen
xin
Canning
Lynne
eber
Coundiea
,
Ornelas
Bob
nominate Schaub fora second term
was second to endorse the motion.
“I particularly feel Victor led us (Arcata)
through a difficult, painful time,” Canning said.

The council continued to work together

through tough times, she said, citing the draft
resolution and the resulting tension
san
in Arcata politics as examples.
was nominated as vice mayor. The
meeting was held to swear in new

Elizabeth

ueson of
in appreciati
Lee with plaq

nity.
Ce and Pennisi turned over their positions
on the council after a standing ovation from
about 30 of the 40 people at the meeting and
bye hugs and handshakes
from
Schaub,
and Ornelas. .
Pennisi served on the council for 16 years.
He was vice mayor for 6 years and mayor for
appointed to the council
Lee was
two years.
in 1989 to fill a vacancy left by Victor Green.

“major play in the high turn.

Schaub said the amount of

campaign funds “had to have
played some role” in the election results.

He said the publicity given to
s
funds
of campaign
high amount
gives the perception of a frontrun ner.

DIRECTED AND ADAPTED BY

KENNETH BRABIAGH

HOST: ALISTAIR COOKE

Sunday, April 26th
9 p.m.
on Channel

13

KEET- TV
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HENRY V

He said by the time the ad
appeared in the paper, most
people had their minds made up
about who they would vote for.
Schaub received 15.7 percent
of the votes cast. Blaser and

fi

a

by Citizens for a Better Arcata
got those candidates “all of the

Lee, in 4th fama pease 14.3
percent.
rth garnered 13.3
rcent, Moore got 12.8,
tterfield got 7.4 and Penni
received 7.0 percent.
-

said the
sive masscampaign launched for
Blaser’ Pellatz and Gary Moore
votes out there.”

MOBIL MASTERPIECE THEATRE
PRESENTS SHAKESPEARE’S

The ad stated that Pellatz,

along with Blaser and Moore,
sees Arcata as “a city of longhaired, bike-riding, an
weirdos, a city that values H
studentsonly
for themoney they
spend
in local stores, and a city
t believeseveryone is entitled
toan opinion....as long as it’s the
‘right’ one.”
ellatz said he received more
campaign contributions and requests to put his signs oo.
after the ad appeared. He believes Schaub was harmed more
by the ad than the candidates it
was aimed at.
“The ad may have helped my
funding, but I wouldn't say it
= to my vote count,” Blaser

aang

aa

meg tand

.6 percent,

.

“It was a highly organized
campaign.” she said.
“It won

euntnteen eet

them two seats.”
Defeated incumbent
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Voters approve two measures
By

Schaub,
limits individual cam-

oenete Good
te the fact that one of the

winners
of the Arcata
cil election opposed Measure L
and two —
Measure M,
they were
approved by
voters on
14

Measure L allots $600,000 al-

ready raised
taxrevenue to
or
250
units for elderly, lowincome and disabled residents.

Cari Pellatz, a winner in the

council race, said, “Measure L

should have been more broadly

written.”
Lou Blaser and Victor Schaub,
theother
two winners in the election, both supported the mea-

sure.

Measure

M,

written

by

paign contributions in Arcata
elections
in a four-year election

ks aide ehh va dreenbeagaal
opposed the measure.
“Measure
M was

and premature,”
Pellatz said.

said there has never been a prob-

lem with campaign contribu-

tions in the past and there was
no problem in this election.
Blaser
also said the measureis

“It doesn’t truly limit the

amounta campaign
can spend,”
he said.
errr

eee

Blaser said if there are
be limits placed on
contributions,

Nod

on Ot Clk soul

money a cam,
He also

to

at

can raise.
Soe oi

were placed on campaign

Thank you

ee

SELL YOUR STUFF IN THE LUMBERJACK
BEFORE YOU GO HOME FOR THE

,

For Mother’s |

ee

HEALTHY LIFESTYLES WEEK

Sponsors!
Center Activities

Family Recovery Services - St. Joseph
Hospital

HealthSPORT
HSU Housing & Dining Services
Mad River Community Hospital
University Center
The Substance Abuse Resource Center
appreciates your support of Healthy
Lifestyles Week '92. Thank you also to
all the individuals and organizations
who helped make the week so fun.

SY
Q iA

% NX

AB
Mexican Food
FOR HERE OR TO GO
APRIL ENTERTAINMENT

Oa

rey. aie

13

CLASSIFIED!

to raise more money than incumbents,
because incumbents
have the advantage
of already
being
in office.
Measure
L received 57.9 percent
votes. Measure M was
approved with 66.9 percent in
favor.
ee

22, 1992

SYN

6-9 p.m.

A

Tuesdays
Thursdays

Tim Wilson
Thad Beckman

$3.99 Lunch Special
11-3
your choice from a variety of entrees plus

a large soft drink

Vegetarian or Meat

e Sierra Nevada,

Anchor Foghorn
Steelhead -Light & Dark on tap

Happy Hour 3 - 5 daily

¢ tap beer specials «

854 9th Street, Arcata ~ 822-3441
(under the blue awning between H & I St.)

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
alate

Come to the SEEKERS CLASS.
9:30 a.m. Sundays in the Natural

Resources Building #101

Also
A

ab

oe fellowships &
oly das (9:30 a.m. Sundays)
822- 0367

17th & Union
Dr. Clay Ford, Pastor

SOUTH G PNE-STORAIGE summer spect
|

:

Rent 2 months,
get 3rd month
FREE!
822-9537 A
940 South G St. « Arcata » Next to KATA radio station

cassette

VISA, MASTER CARD,
AMERICAN EXPRESS AND
DISCOVER
MANY OTHER TITLES
AVAILABLE
hilali
Eureka

445-3480

DISC JOCKEY.

24 Pin Printer
Mede
Prints in 7 different Colors
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Program helps vets succeed in math and science
=

Q The Veterans Math
Science Initiative
addresses the
deficiencies in math and

math.”
Kim Alsobrook is an Army veteran
who will
be on her second
tour of duty
with MSI this summer.
The 26-year-old mother of two is an
HSU pre-n
freshman. From 1983 to

science education and

with the 121 EVAC Hospital in Korea,
Reynolds Army Hospital at Fort Sill,
Okla., and the
antry Division at
Fort Carson, Colo.

tries to build greater math

confidence. _

1988, she

a

ry,

LY

ae

7

tan.
$

i

a

<

as a medical specialist

Alsobrook
said her medical training in

Poza

sree

D-Day is June 20 for the second Veter-

ans Math eo
unique

Initiative (MSI), a
esigned to steer veter-

ans levmard wtady and careers in math
and science fields.

the U.S. DeThe program, funded
ot
Education,is the only one of
ts kind in the nation. It will bring 50
veterans to HSU from across the nation
for six weeks of intensive study in the
math and science disciplines.
For the second consecutive year, the
HSU Veterans U
Bound (VUB)
program is sponso
the initiative,
which will be overseen by the VUB staff
- run from its campus office at House

The program is provided free to eligible veterans. The curriculum includes
university-level
courses in biology, oceanography, chemistry and math. The program is
toward the individual
evels of the students, based

on their

scores on the Math Placement Test.
Field trips and field work will also play
an important part in the instruction,
which will be led by faculty from HSU’s
math and science disciplines.
VUB Director Luke Petriccione said
one of the goals of the MSI is to “reinforce
interest in math and science on a broad
base.”

“We're trying to address the deficiencies in the teaching of science,” he said.
“We're addressing the issues of collaborative versus competitive learning.”
methods
He said traditional teaching
ed to emin math and science have
memorization and competition
—

grades, which have created fear and

psychological barriers in students with
—~ math and science.
ts in the MSI will take math and
courses based on their scores
Math Placement Test.
on the
Students who score less than three out

of the possible five will take a Math Con-

said is
fidence course, which Petriccione

in line with the goal of creating interestin
math and science.

i

avoid science because

the military has
her well for
careerinn
but the training doesn’t
a
y to a job in the civilian
wo!
“Right
now I'm capable of doing every
thing an LVN Licensed Vocational
Nurse) does, but you can’t
rm it
without the schooling in the civilian

world,” she said.

Alsobrook said the biology 105 course
offered in the MSI will help put her feet
on the road to a nursing degree.

“Biology 105 (biology for science ma-

jors) is a
site for n
. You
ve to have it to apply for the nursing
"Alsobrook -_ rte
emotional

staff provided

an

along with siedichecmnnting

rt to

.

Recently divorced when she entered
the MSI program lastsummer, Alsobrook
said she might not have
gone back to
school if the staff had not
there to
lend support. As well as trying to adjust
to enn life, ro was raising her two
boys,
, 3, and Tyler, 1.
‘
*When we Siee'an money, they
would give us food,” she said. “When I
was really low on money and self-esteem, they said ‘Let us er

The —
id off. Alsobrook won a
$1,000
scholarship from Soroptomist Inwil compete
ternational this year, and
for a regional $1,500 scholarship in May.
If she wins that competition, she will go
for the international-level
on to compete
scholarship award of $10,000.
The Soroptomist scholarship is a trainrwomen
eer
Sgr
and
hardship
experienced
have
who
to
return
to
might not otherwise be able
school or the work force.
with MSI
Alsobrook said her
proceed
to
confidence
the
her
has given

w7That soneotthemostimportantthings

Perez, the editor of Home Power

There will be live music, operat-

on a solar-powered sound systee. Ineddition, there willbe work-

is another goal of the program.
eae

;

trying to achieve is the

“People avoid science
because they don’t like
math. The Math
Confidence course can

“We want to stress problem-solving as

help them overcome

psychological barriers
regarding math.”
LUKE PETHICCIONE
Veterans Upward Bound director
EEL
TIT
LAaT

ona

stuperseverance

successful,” he said.
patente ym
for
Cai Williams, Program Coordinator
of “collaborative
MSI, said the
oper an
eye
ae

overce
help them
canen
id
course
Conf
barriers regarding
come

HSU pre-nursing freshman Kim Alsobrook of McKinleyville hopes to use the
Veterans Math Science initiative as a springboard to a graduate degree in
Tyler, 1, and Thayen,
nursing, with the help of her two biggest supporters,sons
from 1983 to 1988.
Army
U.S.
3. Alsobrook served as a medical specialist in the

sone
most
t
backinto school.
foranyone whois
that you can do it,” she
The confidence
said.
said creating good students
Petriccione

“The Ma'
he said.,”
math

don’t

J. WATERS/ THE LUMBERJACK

to aug-

.

ahs each other's

Petriccione said MSI is an example of

the new direction educators are taking
with yd 4; of increasing scientific lit-

in the United States.

sy,”
scienceeag
to makeryin
e’renott
it
make
can
er,
we
if
wev
he said. “Ho

exciting and understandable, we hope to
provide direction and enthusiasm for the
study of science.”

includ-

vehicles,

wind power, small-scale hydro
, alcohol fuels and bio-gas.
In the event of rain, the fair will
be held at HSU’s West Gym.

a group, rather thanas individuals,” she

Sicbs”s,” ond woah .

of

ing; human-powered

¢ The HSU chemistry department
ec
to

on

“Heat shock

snd olluler eqarmanaun.®
at 4 p.m. in ScienA ce
564.

Play

° The Renewable Energy and Effi-

ciency fair will be held at Redwood
Park in Arcata, Saturday from 10-7

P Keynote speaker will be Richard

e The Northcoast
Chapter of the
Aa
Sopa: seh Spa
se
Dave Imper
t of
on the ecology and

the

western lily (Lilium

occidentale)
in California.
with the
Imper has been
he
when
1981
since
lily
eer
to prepare a management
pan or the Table Bluff Ecological
His talk will include slides
of the lily.

The

Lumbexjeck bie

4
?

Read Science
in The Lumberjack

«x

to uncover the mysteries
of the universe.

You'll enjoy the highest level of professionalism as an Army Reserve Nurse.

You'll be a valued member of our Health

Care Team with lots of responsibility. You'll
enhance your nursing skills, and develop your
leadership skills while on duty —usually one

weekend a month plus two weeks’ Annual

ng.
In return, you'll earn good pay and benefits
ect
in the 4amy
an 0
respdue
—the
Reserve — the pride that comes from perform-

ing an important service for your country.

Think about it. Then think
Then call.
us. ut
abo

1-800-USA-ARMY

a
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Wynton Marsalis trumpets a cause
Q Accompanied by his jazz sextet, Grammy

Award-winning artist Wynton Marsalis will bring
his musical versatility to the Van Duzer Theater
tonight.

PHOTO COURTESY
OF ED HILLE

Wynton Marsalis has attained International acclaim as a musician and

onthe most serious Issues facing jazz fans today: education

and extinction. He is also a humanitarian who has held benefit concerts
for a host of causes including

muscular dystrophy and ethnic minority

he said, “that’s just what I like to do.”
hips
to which
music scholars

PHOTO

By Lisa William
It’s been said that Wynton Marsalis is a man full of

intellectual concepts, theories, historical analyses and

social observations.
who atNo one realizes this more than the
tempts to have a conversation with the man whose
leads him toFprobe for answers
h
down-to-earta,
questions.
ans
rather than
In a ee cees ionereaar boas his New York City
g
t,the eight-time Grammy Award-winninvir-

a way of
tuohadso

a 15-minute interview into a

t life. It’s no surprise, because the
conversation
“various arenas of Ameri——
can life through music.”

Thisis the feature Wynton attempts to express through
the sound of jazz.
the human heritage
“All art addresses two heri

said.
and the ethnic heritage,” he
y
as they
in harmon
flow
c conversation
His musiand
‘address these issues.
“The greatest artists deal in the human heritage bevalues
human al
cause they are trying to find fundament
that tie all ethnicities together,” he said.

HSU will get a taste of W ee

and yes

-out
expertise tonight in a
by his
accompanied
be
will
He
.
Theater
the Van Duzer
jazz sextet.
of a tree which is rooted in the New
Wynton is

Orleans
ee

: His father, Ellis Marsalis, a 57-year-old

ie raised and taught Wynton, saxophonist
Branford (whois taking over the “TonightShow”

band next month), and Delfeayo, a music producer. to
Growing up, Wynton and his brothers were able

audit their father’s extensive record collection, which
Ellis feels is “but an echo of a grander jazz era,” he said
in a interview in the San Francisco Chronicle.

-

COURTESY OF KEN NAHOUM

the kitchen sink? Are we having the same thing for
dinner again?’ Just normal family stuff,” he said.
ssa myriad
ker
toaddre
This became Wynton’ sicebrea
attempting
him
Sag
from the Bes
of topics
playingniche and how he likes
to cook,” his
and write letters to fans in his
to talk on the telephone
spare time.
Wynton. He has
a lot to ce
owes san
The jazz renais
ly dubbed today’s leaderof jazz music’s
consistentbeen
tion of artists. Among these budding
newest
stars are a host of young musicians, and at the superstar
end of the scale is New Orleans-born entertainer Harry

Connick Jr. These musicians are passing through career
by Wynton’s success.
doors
trumpet in the New Orleans
Wynton first pla
The staff. of
school
Civic Orchestra while in
ter was so impressed
Tanglewood’s Berkshire Musi
with his skill that he was allowed to enter the sumearly at
mer program a
At 18¢he entered Juilliard

17.

1 in

New York and was soon recognizedas
the school’s most impressive young

trumpeter. While in school, he per-

formed asa pit musician in a Broadway
the Brookwithyed
uction and pla
yn Philharmonic.
Music for Wynton and his sextet 44
n a \
tiobut
of notes,
is not a collec
metaphor for living. They don’t
y play music — these homebo
such as
dealwith depth and concepts
music.
to ,
acy
relation
all in
and democr
In an interview with the New Orleans Times-Picayune, he said “the whole question of democracy is one
of dialogue, like jazz music. If you're not having a

and a mutual discussion, then what you're

d

doing is destructive.”

Wynton is known to state the importance of jazz

, with the abundance of talent in the
Marsalis household, Wyn
st life.
lessor going on all the tim, jt ae

compared to other music, which perhaps explains his
of today’s street-rap music.
disapproval

up,” said

their music. Their

“My

was loud. We were always tearing
care “We were just like a
yoten- eee

y tryingtoto
normal
the last piece of

like ‘who ate
our lives,
left their dirty drawers on

torapin

endles bole
“Heoplefall( ino deep,
artists) speak for

music.The

tion,” said Wynton, a father of two

ee

ee

ves

show a lack of educa-

Tie

cae

“Those who

be”

He said that often it’s made to seem like he’s attack-

music, which is not his intention. He
ing
music “wasn’t designed to be what
that
insists
it’s being forced to be.”
He said he believes that the images of the streetrappers are “the creation of white writers and literary
people,” who feed off the imagesof the rappers, implyare indicative of black life.
that their
ynton, a humanitarian known for his benevolence
for such causes as muscular dystrophy and minority
scholarships, trumpets more than classical and jazz
rhythms in his career. Ocassionally he also states the
importance of education.

He has attained international acclaim as a

musician and spokesman on the most serious issues facing jazz fans today: education and extinction.
He has conducted workshops, semi. ces on talk shows
e “the majesty” of
s against those who,
tradition and in
the jaz
his view, are selling it out to the forces of
in
“commercialization.”
Wynton, however, is far from the depths of commercialism. His 20 albums reflect his versatility
and his commitment to jazz, classical music, and °
the soulful roots of blues.
in May while
He will begin an international tour
his 21st recording for Columbia Records,
titled “Sometimes It Goes Like That,” which features “Blue Interlude,” an extended composition
ns the story of lovers Sugar Cane and Sweetie
He described the piece asa “contemporary romantic

and tune.”

encounter set to rh

.

delicious
one
“It’s about two people
things that make
sliceof spirit without sedegoarors
individuals,” he said.
them
The new album comes fresh off the heels of a threevolume blues cycle, “Soul Gestures in Southern Blue,”
where a song like “In the House of Williams,” described his fancy for good southern eating. Besides,
Wynton Se taae is what keeps me going.
ton

et for a sold-out
are performing
sext

out: on Wednesday.
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Author updates ancient tale for m odern kids
syemmygert

Savitri isa woman who doesn’t

t national epic. It’s like an
ld Testament

Savitri is

"”Ainenever pi ests get a hold
ood folk tale, they usually

for Hindus.

one little story

a hacen

oe he

to take her husband, Savitri must

within it,
said.
an
—. first heard about
vri
a storyteller friend.
“When he told it tome, Ididn’t

believe it was a real story from

make it more moralsaid.
to restore it to
tried
I
istic. So
the folktale
what I
Its such an
would have
intense
most

“Savitri: A ale of Ancient In-

India. The heroine
was so
and
lent. She was
lowed to choose her own husband,” he said. “So I made a

let anyone
give her a raw deal.
Even Yama, the god of death,
is no exception.
he comes
ee
ee
age, wit and

dia,” written by Arcata storyteller Aaron Shepard,

enwith a backchildr
a heroine

bone. Beautiful, in
t and
she seems to be the ideal
“90s woman,”
yet her character

is 3,000 years old. wousel S
a

India’s

lot of crying.”

Although he was always in-

terested in writing, poe aohrad
itin
' cided not-to

I

out, sure

and felt that
He was aloner

right. a
oe eceantetaaien
story. It was so old that it came

asa writer would only add to his

’ loneliness.

from a time when women still
wereallowed
to choose theirown
husbands.”

Instead,
bands and
worked in
oo shop,

Shepard became intrigued

This photols from the cover of “Savitri: ATaleof Ancientindia,”
Mustrated by Vera Rosenbury, a Long island artist.

Special

er
PLAZA
761 Sth St.
On the Arcata Plaza
To-Go Orders call: 822-6105

with Savitri’s character.

Combination
Lunch

“She's a woman who knows
her own mind and has the

for just

aren’t very many men around
who will accept strong women.

woman who realizes that there

$425

She’s a woman who’s not will-

Se
accom

heroines in all of

literature.”

Savitri, named after the god-

dess of the sun, was
her father, a childless

ted to
after

Humboldtt County thea ter o~

many years of prayer. When she
grew into a wo

e deautiful and

eee

men were afraid sy
hand in marriage.

Beef dishes also

Szechuan Shreeded Pork
Hunan Pork
Moo Goo Gai Pan
Almond Chicken
Sweet-Sour Chicken
Kung Pao Chicken
Chicken w/Chili Brown Sauce
Hunan Chicken

ee

I think she’s one of

the s

oe

that performs os tehaote
“It wasa lot of hard work,” he
said. “Thad to research for about
a month. It’s different in some
s (from the tale in the
bharata) because I have
been a storyteller. I have a
feel for when folk tales have
. Shepard sald

t that

for her

“Weak men turn away from
radiance like yours. Go out and
find a man worthy of you. Then
ae
na aietlnan: ” her

available for $4.50 and

Seafood
dishes for $4.95

ther told .

Fast service
lunches
are served

ua

found her love, Prince

said the version in

Satyavan, living in a hermitage

from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.,

harata was adapted

7 days
a week!
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PRELPRELERS

find a lot more than just

this weekend at

April 24 & 25

Da Da

Saturday

This weeks Headliner...

ba Ba

mt

Friday

Be De Da Se Ba

Bae BeBe

great copies... as oe eee
the servos you nest os
the services you
most.

Be Ba Pe Sa De Be Be Be Re Ba

Be

a

aw

We can't keep a eeIt
seems
as if
that Kinko's Saco

Joanie Rogers

Opening Act: John Kensingerg
Mad River Saloon & Eatery
Show starts at 10 p.m.
Reservations

$5.00 cover
21 and over » 822- 050

he cared for his blind fa-

When a holy seer warns that
Satyavan will die within a year,
Savitri’s father begs her not to
marry him. However, Savitri’s
love for
van is so strong
thatshedeclares, “However long
or short his life, I wish to share it
with him.” When Yama comes
for Satyavan, Savitri must use
her intellect to convince him to
let her husband live.
“Savitri” is the first children’s
book by
, who is also a

to stick with her decisions,” he said. “She's also a

Choose from these delicious entres:
Sauteed Mixed Vegetables
Hunan Mixed Vegetables
Served
with soup, crab
Vegetable Curry
cheese
puffs or egg roll
Sweet-Sour Pork
and fried rice
Peking Shredded Pork

Pork Chung King

=

Bet

Savitri originally

“The Malabharate,

t of ee

that it became alto write it. I did a

ones

music in
he
for
dance classes,
a produce market, a
a falafel stand, —
flutes.

However, he could never give

up his passion for writing. He
short stories and
eye
8
oge
k e ee
s

iz

t

aie children's author is far
from lonely.
“I finally gave in,” Shepard
decided
said in a press release.“1
I was a writer whether I liked it
or not.”
“I get to spend lots of time
vietting kids and
them
my stories,” he said. “I can’t
—
a more wonderful caShepard’ s next book, titled
“The Legend of Lightning
Larry,” is about a cowboy
and is
due out next spring.
“Savitri:A Tale of Ancient India,” is beautifully illustrated by
Long Island artist Vera
Rosenberry, who illustrated
“Magic Slippers” by Gilda
, as well as many other
childrens books.
The book has been ordered by
Northtown Books and will be
available soon.
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Cypress Hill brings funky awareness to HSU
@ CenterArts, the Black Student Union and

19

4

MECHA sponsors the street-wise rap group
.

for the Black Visions Festival.

oe

~

CLASSE!

Could I Just Kill a Man.” That

song as well as “Hand on the
Pump” both have videos which

Cypress
Hill, the band recently

can be seen on MTV. The group

seen on the cover of High Times
magazine
“Humboldt”

baseballcaps, will play
at HSU’s
Van Duzer
ter on Tuesday.
The group, made up of -

B-Real, Sen Dog, and

DJ

ter Muggs, are out to
spread what they call “funky
awareness” with their rough-

edged style of hard-core rap.

“We don’t want to teach you;
we don’t want to preach to you,”
said 21-year-old B-Real
ina press
release. “We want to be known
as
awareness: First, you've
t to be funky, and then it’s
-core awareness, revolving
a story around our experiences
or our homeboys’ experiences,”
he said.
Cypress Hill’s current lineup
,
has only been i
for three years,
but in that timeit
has released a self-titled debut
album and had songs off the album used in the films “White
Men Can't Jump” and “Juice.”
The group has also —
on “Yo!
Raps,” where it
performed the single “How

itself isnew to thehip-hop scene,
but the
rmers themselves
are musical veterans.
Born in Cuba, 25-year-old
Sen
Dog moved to the Southgate
area of Los Angeles at age 14.
After dropping out of high

school in 1981, Sen started a

p, DVX, with his brother
w Man Ace, and invented
ish,” a Latin lingo style.
re Mellow Man Ace left
the group to begin a successful
solo career, the duo was joined
by B-Real.
B-Real’s lyrical talents were
honed
by years of dreamingof a
career as a writer or a journalist.
Hespent hours in class composing essaysand
s, buteventually he was turned off by
school and dropped out.
“A lot of the things they teach
you inschoolare watered down,
that’s why I left,” he stated in
release. “For example,
the
Columbus didn’t ‘discover’
America. Plus, they never told
you how great the country was
when the Indians ruled it,” he

PHOTO COURTESY
OF SUE KWON

“There will be no danceberries on stage

(at the group's

),” sald 21-year-old B-Real, lead rapper and writer

for Cypress Hill. “We use to dance a little bit, but none of that
hippity-hop stuff you see today. We just chill like alley cats and
stroll, you know what | mean?”
two HSU students) will be

Cypress Hill’s DJ and producer, Mixmaster Muggs, came
to Southgate via Queens. Muggs
interest in hip-hop began when
he got into breakdancing in
hobby that would soon
Queens,a
take him off the dance floor and
put him behind the turntables.
Besides Cypress Hill, Berkeley-based Aztlan Nation and
LM.C. (a rap group composed of

forming
on Tuesday for the

per-

Black

Visions Festival.
Tickets for the concert are
available at The Works in Eureka and Arcata, the New Out-

door Store and the University

Ticket Office. Tickets are $8 for

HSU students and $14 general.

All individuals in attendance
must be HSU studentsor over 18

includes 22 wings, celery, carrots

years of age.

ead ranch dressing

Valley Weel Bhopping Center + 226-7017
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CALYPSO BAND
SATURDAY APRIL 25th
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ROD PIAZZA
&THE MIGHTY FLIERS
THURSDAY MAY 14th
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Well Drinks ¢ $1.50 .
75¢ off food items
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Imported Beer * $1.75

MARTIN
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Domestic Beer * $1.25
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Seniors share final artistic productions
and filmmaking in theater arts projects
ties and working styles do
students
for nge
present a challe
The student directors, some

for the first time, must take au-

erages 10 minutes in length and
about 25 percent are films.

cast. The directheir y
rit
thoover
hats and must
s
change
tor then
it
bm
su to these sameactors when they play
roles in their
et civis senior
pro
adviser
and theater arts
professor, encourages students to take
risks and open up to each
other. The two-semester
ce can be terribly

, cast
using mexsbers
cas oles rolesusing
Suscn,
of the class and also play a part

The students have
worked diligently to
aaa what could

Seil it in the

Lumberjack Classifieds!

$2 for 25 words

and lots of it!”
foodeat
“Gr

Place ads at the

Casual Dining or Take-out

University Ticket Office
Nelson Hall East

216 E Street
Old Town, Eureka

since
and separately
ing
23
present
the fall semester, will

445-0100

Deadline: 4 p.m. Friday

dramatic works. Each piece avIn addition, each student had

in at least one classmate’s

are
duction. Most students

uctions.
in several
productionsa
short,rebut
they’re not lacking substance.
They deal with issues ranging
from racism and sexism to matters of the heart. Some are light
and comical, some are deep and
emotionally moving.
The differences in personali-

OPEN EVERYDAY

Lm hn
tl

Mr

tw

i

out
ry

play-

Theater arts eeaiet Scott
to use
and said he “was only able
had
he
t
a
h
t
a few of the tools
Humboldt.”

in his education at

t
it would
feel n’
Hesaid hedoes

be fair to judge the students solely on the merits
production.
“It is not the end prod-

uct that is so importantin
the Senior Project class,”
Mohrmann said.
He said he feels it is
each student

is what gives the students

experience of real, live the-

intimate.

ater.

“Thisis
what they'll need

to compete out there in

the grandest pro-

duction in their college career. There is stress and
anxiety before the opening night,
especially because the students
anticipate the audiences’ re“Your senior project is symbolicof what youare worth when

you are done with four or five
of education,” said Samira
, a theater arts senior who
will be graduating next month.

the
real
world,”
Mohrmann said.
will be
Senior

sented

in the Theater

takes two nights to see all 23
first set will be
8
mera

ursday and Saturday,
and the

second set will be Friday

Sunday. Tickets are

M-

Th

Friday

Take-out lunch buffet $5.95

5-8

p.m.

4-9 p.m.

int

¢Full-service menu always available

Bud or Henry's --

Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 2 p.m.

75¢

$1.50

i

25

$5.25
$2.25
$1.25
or Steelhead --—-—
$1.25 a shot
Kamakazi or Peppermint Schnapps

rusts

Chuckwagon

Round Up $8.95
Wednesday - Pasta Night

$7.95

l Family
tionaay
sd
- Tradi
Thur
5
Buffet Dinner $9.9

$1.75 Well Drinks

Friday - All-You-Can-Eat

Appetizers:

Saturday - Seafood Night

Fried Mushrooms $1.75

Fried Calamari $2.75
BBQ Ribs $2.75

Prime Rib $10.95

$11.95

Buffalo Wings $2.75

5:30 - 9 p.m.

..and much more

*Seudents receive 10% discount
in the dining room

(includes tax)

HOTEL ARCATA ON THE

&

¢ 826-0217

3

and

gen-

and $1.50 for stueral admission
dents, with seniors admitted free.

N-EAT
only $5.95

On the run?

Arts

Studio Theater ThursBuilding’s
day through Sunday at 8 p.m. It

ALL-YOU-CA
Lunch Buffet

put

in orderh to
) must go throug

FOILED
AGAIN
Q HSU fencer went to the Olympic Trials
and, well, didn't quite qualify. But she got
to watch the best and learn from them.
interview from Detroit.

raeeue
se
ot all Olympic hopefuls
get to hear the national
anthem played in their
honor
Some have to watch it on television.

Jenny Ogden, who has been
fencing for six years, left April 9
to attend the Olympic trials in
Detroit, Mich.
Unfortunately, she didn’t do
“7 well.
“I got my butt kicked,”said
Ogden, a 25-year-old wildlife
management senior. “A lot of
fencing, competitively, is going
to competitions. You fence
against good
le and
know you're bee inavbatet
least you have that experience
behind you.”
She wouldn’t say quacny
where she placed among the
fencers.
“Let's

just say

that I didn’t

finishin the top 24, so there’sno
chance for meto make the Olympicteam,”
she said ina telephone

“The other fencers did what I
did,” Ogden said. “I didn’t see
anything new. They were just
much faster and much more accurate than me.
“Toshow you the kind of competition I was upagainst,
I fenced

a woman who was the U.S. na-

tional champ two years ago,”

she said. “She was the number
one fencer in the nation. I also
fenced against a woman who
finishes in the nation’s top 12

MEG LAWS/THE LUMBERJACK

Jenny Ogden, a wildlife senior, scores a palpable hit against Mike Van Orden, a life science
senior, during fencing practice. Ogden recently competed in the Olympic Trials in Detroit.

constantly.”

Winning, however, is still not
e
. Ogden plans
to continue fencing in the future and
said going to Michigan helped
her in several em
“I did learna lot. I spent almostall
of Saturday and Sunday
watching the top fencers and directors,” she said. “By ——
(them), you see how you sho
look and then you try and copy
“eeu doing.
:
isa

cause if I had or of comition all
round
I'd justbe
eae bokertnee,” aowid
only five or:
arere
“The
fencers now (at HSU).
I
everybut
12,
were
started there
body else graduated.
cing is different. It’s really competitive. You either really just love it and get hooked
oryou think it’sOKand don’tdo
anything with it.I did all the traditional stuff in high school.
“T’vebeen playing sports since

rt. Ijust

wish eae war tae cole
asm for it (at HSU),” Ogden said.
“I'm kinda bummed too, be-

day one. I’ve played little league
1, soccer, voll
and
basketball since grade school,”
she said.
Ogden raised all the money
for travel and equipment
by herself. She wrote letters to local
businesses, asking them

for

money and seked various groups
on campus,
including the Assoents and the Recreciated
Club Council,
ation and
which gave $100 each.
“It cost about $750 to go to

a
said
. “The
school helped a
ple were
very
wasnoway
I could have done it without the

school’s support.”
The near future holds
im
nt events for

two
en:

cliahenand et,
als tournament.

i

“I qualified for the nationals
tournament, in Chi
, Which
is in the first week of June,” she

said. “T'll go if I can get time off

of work.

The grass will be greener
Lower playing field is being renovated to cure drainage problems
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LUMBERJACK STAFF

HSU soccer

s
and other
player

athletes will be —e
grass that is far greener
most grass in the state, and per-

Hh ha

NPV:

4,9

“]

money.

The $36,000 contract was
awarded to Wahlund Construc-

d
to the field
tion. Money allocate

project came from money left
“|

over from the fund used to

pur-

chase the
classroom

of physiKen Combs, director

cal services,

ested

the

money be-

betratuc
was
damaging
w
a
s
Gd
had to be
t
tional
sald.
donehe ,”

The field has been maintained
on a “shoestring budget,” said
Wayne Hawkins, supervisor of
s and landscape. “Whatever bucks they give us we will
out.”
Hawkins said he — nt

been needed for a long

made available.
The field became the object of
concern earlier this year when
the danger of injury became a
lem. In places where the

field has been

thankful the money

in the country.

r two weeks work has been
| underway to remove 1A00 cubic yards of grass and thatch
cote
ee
Somer
replace it with 1400 cubic yards
of sand and plant new grass.
Plant Operations will plant the
new grass in order to save

OM

Y

By Philip Pridmore-Brown

eld had become soggy, players

ran the risk of sinking down to
mid-shin level.
A tackle at that point would
,
said soccer
cause major injury
. He recomCoach
mended the field be shut down,
point
because “we got to the
liability.”
serious
a
where it was

Thatch, the interlaced material that forms beneath the grass,
water from
resulting in

puddles. In other

places
the field dried
out and the
wasd
and the differ-

time.

“For the last two or
years
it hasn’t been a good field,” he
said

If the field wasn’t being redone he would probably have to
let it die.
This is the first time that the
reconditioned

~_ it was planted in 1981. In
two years Plant
pad

ath made cie

Oe

the field byattacking thatch
individual areas.
The surface
of a field is com-

parable to a

floor or the

surface of a
billiard table in that
it must be well maintained and

cannot be used if it is in disre-

pair.
The lower

field is one

of the
Paid tn tha oune
and one of the topin the country,

"What makes the flv good
is the d

soggy field made watering im-

the grass isa layer of sand about
three feet deep which covers
pipes.
Water seeps through the sand

Hawkins
said the work has

See Field,
page 22

ent patches of dried out and

has 4
Softball

10-5 in the NCAC by splitting
jet
ecdasraphl f

weighty games
A pair of important
ie double7

wc ctasad
dlicn
Saleh
Sehind Hayward,
and isotill a

California Athletic Conference
season for the L
this
weekend,
when CSU

Finishing the season with four
victories
would aim the Lum-

for one of four recontender

come to Arand CSU Hayward
po

¢ 90 Pro Set #1

$8.00 a box
1607 Central Ave,
McKinleyville

- (707) 839-4669

aca

Last weekend
the Jacks raised
their record to 26-10 overall and

boldt toa share of the conference
title.

Fields

are it’s primary users, but rugby

Continued
from page 21
PVC
and drains into

pipe that is

in gravel and

rock-filled trenches. This system

makes the field drain fast and
keeps it level and in good condition.

The lower playing field is of-

ten referred to as the soccer field.
Soccer classes and the soccer team

co intne te
teit. Rsdey said tha t not

field has not been much of a

setback for the team because the

Arcata Community
Comare a
plex fields
Field use is decided by a fields

committee. Classes have priority, followed by intercollegiate

teams, intramurals, club

school groups and outside

groups.
‘

2

1563 G Street © Northtown Arcata @ 826-0851
Og

Also available at:

Northern Mountain Supply ¢ 125 W. 5th St., Eureka ¢ 445-1711
Adventures Edge ¢ 650) 10th Si., Arcata ¢ 822-4673
Adventures Edge ¢ 408 F St., Eureka ¢ 445-3035
Gore-Tex and Guaranteed To Keep You Dry are trademarks of WL Gore & Associates. Inc

Valley West Shopping Cir.
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NURSING
OPPORTUNITIES
WITH A BONUS
We have $5000 for
nurses with BSNs who want

to be a part of our health
care. team. We offer a
competitive salary and
benefits package along
with the pride and respect
that come with being an
Army officer.
Check with your Army
Nurse Representative to see
if you qualify. Call:
1-800-USA-ARMY

ARMY NURSEXCORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE
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SOFTBALL

Schtumpy, Quatfers, Purple Gels
Tuesday:
Floppy Gloves, tga Crushers. Team

progressive
government.

Wednesday:

Black Sox, Tomato Heads, Chelsea

you!
- TIE-DYES

Thursday:
Mission Impossible, Foul Play,
Pancake Batters, Losers
Friday:

RSON
SOR

UlERERS

Squids, Deacon Blue, Y.E.S.

NTAIN BIKES
MOUNT.

Sunday:
Little Debbies, Red Eyed Slider Pilots,
ren Road Kills, Melanoma Heads,
G-Strings, Ken Kurlack

BASKETBALL
WOMENS:

.

Not 3 Times, 8 is Enough, Great 8
A:
Buckeyes, Alpha Flight, X Factor
B:

Gym Rats, Idiots 2, Jokers, Sloth, Mike

Goddard, Plan B, Pteraspids

Ulisse

LOW PRICE— HIGH QUALITY

TREK 800

This 1992 Trek Mountain Bike is
ideal for both town and trail riding. The Trek 800 is equipped
with the latest shimano components enhanced by Trek quality
and frame design.
tx21 Speed Shimano
Hyperglide
tx Rapid Fire Push Shifting
QR Wheels and Seat
&Chromoly Frame
txLow Profile SLR Brakes
tr All Sizes & Colors in Stock
tx Matrix CDX 1.95 Tires

LIFE CYCLE sdiac otter
1593 G ST. - ARCATA + 822-7755.

6ft and Under:
Just Ice, ee

NBA

Launchers,

All} «=

SOCCER
Extremely Mean
Ei
Total Offense, Looped iaety,
AA:
Mokes II, Eric Hart, Ren and the Stimpies,
Reefer Rollers, Bush Masters, The Chemists
B:

Team Keystone, Wasabi, Themselves, Nimrod
Hellions, Orbits, Y.L., Winsome, Couch
Potatoes

WOMENS:
Blue Waves, Los Bagels, Redwood Sirens,

Purple

Avengers

RAQUETBALL
David Juliano, The Evanson, Don

Clendenen, —

Phillips

Dan Miller, Carol Miller, Aaron Jones, Eddie

Diehl, Krista Bradley, Benavides

VOLLEYBALL

Outten. EOMG,
3
oe

Ser Bullets

I.D.S.F., a
jes,
Proctocephelus, Wanabes he

Road Ice, Sptkeheads, Team

SOLO

Last week to sign-up for the
Short Course ae
ys

Sunday,

. Stop by the Intram

ce (FC net before May 1.
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controllers of their own destiny.

However, if trends follow recent elections, few

rtunity
will take advantage of this
students
take part in both the
Year after year a pauci
election of and the parti pation in student government. Yet,

each year students complain about the quality of their representation.
A sad testimony to this is the fact that no one has even

ee

ee

ext week HSU students will have a chance to be the

from the CSU system constantly
sluts representatives of student Petes | on
against the wicked fee monster, A.S. positions have become

more crucial
than ever.

The following are The Lumberjack’s recommendations for

the A.S. ballot.

Associated Students president:
Emma Young

a
ee
eri
a
i

for
t the college of arts and humanities
c year. Additionally,
two of three vice
presidential positions are uncontested

If enthusiasm
is a
tionfor
a leadership posi tion, then students
canrest
easy with Y
at thehelm.
Young impressed The Lumberjack
with
both her energy and
zance of the problems facing this
campus.
Young hasbeenthecollegeofnatural resources representative this
comic oe be — rere innoe

— Lac

formation of a dean's adviso: soe
committee and promoted in
tween students and administration.
Young may find her idealism challenged
the rigidity of campus bureaucracy and may want to temper
her enthusiasm with
a dose of reality.
Nevertheless, Young
promises to
work tirelessly at her
difficult task.

Community
Robert Brit, editor
Russ Anderson, Joe Cardenas, Chantal Fairon, Jeanette
Good, John Kittmeyer, Shantrin Lininger, Noe! Martin, Liz
Lisa William, editor

John Hatcher, editor
Liz Christman, editor

Tim Epperson, Chris Jackson, Dirk Rabdau
Copy
David
T. Jervis, chief
Phetogrephy

Jason Love, editor

Tom Angel, John Barash, Stacy Erwin, Bobbi Hancock,
Susan Hass, Meg Laws, Scott Lipsey, Matt Stary

Gragiios

James Green

Calendar
Production manager
Creuietion

Len DeGroot, editor

Heather Boling
Bob Anderson
Jeff Detrick

Advertsing
Janet Mcintosh, manager
Corinne Baldwin, assistant
Locke
”
Deeignere: Scott Fiodin, Tim Ott, Bob Quick, Steve Webster

Questions regarding the editorial content of The
Lumberjack
should be directed to the editor.
The Lumberjack editorial is written based on the

Editor,
The April 8 issue of The Lumber}
rinted an election extra article, ‘nis
uesday, do the right thing.” The Lumberjack makes the following endorsement
for Tuesday’s city election, vote for Tex
Butterfield, Elizabeth Lee and Victor
Schaub.
The only acknowledgement The Lumberjack should make is that these people
are running
for a seat on the Arcata
Council. I object to The Lumberjack endorsing
any political candidate. The Lumberjack should only state the facts and not
ee pinions!

Lumberjack should not act as if
they are a private business! They receive
part of their money from the university,
which each student is forced to pay in
fees. They also receive interest-free loans
from the eer
For this reason I believe that you owe it
to your readers and advertisers to only
state the facts and not express opinions!
In this case, you owe it to the other candidatesto give them
as much ee
you “ in peceenung
ting yo your “state
Irealize
that this is only a student news-

ership
rolee andandstick
with printing only
s
factual information about erery

dates.
Let the students make the choice to

vote based on true and accurate information.

Patrick McDonald

junior, business administration

department. Some travel funds provided by Reader's Digest.
Advertising material published is for informational
purposes and ie not to be construed as an expressed
or implied endorsement or verification of such commercial ventures by the staff, the university or Assoclated Students.
The Lumberjack je a member of the Califomia
Newspaper Publishers Association and the Cailfor-

nia intercollegiate
Prees Association. HSU is an AA/
EO institution.

The last thing students want to hear about is another fee
increase, however, the $10 increase should yield visible
benefits to students.

Youth Educational Services, child care and campus recypmaa . fees |
cling
are jus Pom pnny sone ana

aS

which have not been increased since 19

.

Spring Break: Yes
HSU’s spring break should attempt to correspond

with both ee

Ee

ee

:

Letters to the editor
By what right?

a

Proposed A.S. fee increase: Yes

body were consistently voting

No crisis
Editor,

I am a proud Mexicano,
and as I read

the article, “Identity crisis,” iin the April

28 issue of The Lum
ck by Caleb
Rosado, I felt deeplyo:
ed by his
inference that there is a dilemmaon what
we want ourselves to be known as.
To begin, I absolutely object to the fact
that you seem to think that we are playing with labels. You put labels on a can of
dog food, not people. I prefer
to be known
as a Latino rather than a Hispanic, and
I’m not an idiot like you seem to believe.
First of all, the Spanish language, and
others, like French and Portuguese,
are

derived from the ancient Latinum lange once used by the Romans. Hence,
is really a modern Latin tongue.
Latino means speaking a dialect which is
rooted from Latin.
By
myself a Latino, I’m not denying that I have Spanish blood in my
veins, I’m denouncing
it. Believe
me, had
Spaniards not arri
on this land, Native Americans
would still
be here. Maybe
we'd have the Aztec culture intact, and
also the Mayan culture that was burned
because it was not understood.
You also give the impression that Native Americans welcomed Spanish con-

quistadors and started a jovial
cal assimilation.” That’s nonsense.

y

Indian heritage was taken from me
rea , Oppression and count-

I don’t want to offend anyone, but evI’ve mentioned is true. I admire
. Rosado for believing he is Hispanic,
but don’t call me one.

Jose Villegas

The front page of the April 8 Lumberjack incorrectly iden
the lo-

cation of the Annual HSU Powwow.

The event was held at the West Gym.
On that same page Seth Tessay

ae

eee dancer in the photo-

Otho Lumberjack reqgete thesis

junior, environmental resources

Business as usual
Editor,

At the beginning of this

appointed to the

more than

70 percent of the student funds into their

, | was

Sly Related

Activities board as a student representative. I found that faculty members
senting a narrow slice of the HSU

A fund that is paid for
by all HSU
students is are spent = benefit the
majority,

itis

being

priori-

s i aaene sits on the ar
For instance, half of the faculty members on the board a
—
intercollegiate s
ey get
50
aa alNTRA funds. oe
tacking the board provides an insurmountable advantage. To remedy this
problem I introduced a simple conflictof-interest measure that would have allowed all members to participate in the
funding debates, but would have restricted members from voting on programs that
resented.
elt this measure woul eliminate the
practice of stacking the board and open
the fund to other interests. The measure
was defeated.
After I
the vote, I no longer

sdchvely

sacking ta trom

poeticpe-

ex
me
pades becdaeeitbemennnions
gets may
make alternative
sources more
important,
however, Ibelieve that money
set aside to benefit the overall student
body shouldbe
—
on
Until the
senda

of being
the$180

a year will neverbe spent to the optimum
benefit
of those it ean dated to serve.
Eric
Van Duzer
junior, industrial technology

@ The
letter has been
correct an error made by The

to

Hit the attic
Editor,

I have never been a big fan of Jefferson
Starship, and I am sure that the current
round-up would impress me less than

ever.
But, lama firm believer in giving credit
where credit is due. It is based on this
See Letters,
next page

eT

OPINION
Reaching out

Helping others fills gaps college education left untouched
farinotamen, an well ae the nese poojacts detined
to the others. Bill was a master at leading us to discover erticie,
the other participants in the workshop).

Chie Schefier

Shsrcoummers

and express our fundamental values.

Services House occurred this semester. It

ee

weaveTy

powerful one.

for the Y.E.S. House, a mighty little
. beacon of light in these dark times, for filling in one of

Atthe end of the workshop, Bill guided us through an

My first experience with the HSU Youth Educational

sonal

_related

It all started when I was sitting at the Depot one day

lamvery gra

oursel
@ Per’ the gaps in my education left unfilled by the standard
for
was
small, thatourselves

ae

no matter how

to the homeless problem.

The next thing I knew, I had made a commitmentto

munching on a government-subsidizied (i.e,, financial

by

educational curriculum.

Thanks are also due to the Depot. They lent us pots,

and
the HSU Philosophy Club, in which pansand utensils and donated two boxes ofboxcookies
around the table for some- myselfto
aid) sice of pizza. Glan
sandof
big
a
breakfast),
and
desert
(for
muffins
a Y.E.S. Houseflier inviting students _ I’m very active, to provide another meal for the shelter.
thingto read, Isaw
short, about 20 Philosophy Club wiches (for lunch on the streets the next day) and one
which included § Tomakealongstory
ne veguet
Oe
mind for a couple of years. Two
ran a homeless shelter told me the

two Saturdays later.

Chris Schefler is a senior philosophy student at HSU.

of the people donated eagerly.
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence project. _ percent

so much extra food, we were able to donate
We had

Soa

of my project with Y.E.S., preparing
phase
In
and eating with the
it
the meal, servingat the shelter
lessons. All of
valuable
homeless, I learned some very
about the homeless were torn down as
my
each one had a unique story about how
I learned
up in their situation, where very few of
ended
had
they
them wanted to be.
bumsdemanding
In place of the mob of drunk,

to the Arcata Food Endeavor.
four boxesof
the power of
This small Y.E.S. project demonstrates
education.
From an initial group of 10, a group of 20 formed two
weeks later to do the same thing. Then, over a 100
citizens of Arcata had the issue brought right to their
a quick,
doorstep and were able to participate with
simple, and constructive contribution to the problem

be patient, jovial and grateful. I even found them to be
No doubt humbled by their
no
nag
fn
, they seemed to possess the childlike
innocence and warmth borne of egolessness.
of the project was a values and
The second
p conducted by Bill Grace, homeleadership
lessad vocate from Seattle. Recognizing the limited scope
on by our educaconcentrated
of “intellectual”
our feelings and
applying
usin
guided
Bill
tion systems,
intuitions to the
process.
out skits about what we a
«quae and
in the project and what we
to experience
were led through activities
We
ae
oe
helped us pinpoint our “core” values, and then
which
worked in groups with crayons and butcher paper to
create a mural which expressed our core values symbolically.
Each group then presented and explained their mural

in all kinds
effect continues indefinitely
sradiation
(this
aware
of little ways of which we are not even

more food I had feared, I found the homeless people to

Letters

t from their own kitchen.

- Democracy fickle beast at best;

Views fittoprint

© Continued from page24
> oe

Editor,
I am deeply troubled by the
net

citizens
| gays treated : as seco| nd-c| lass
Oe
Pr

(QUEST

water

Goes

re
By Mary L. Weatherly

may be
use
in a custody battle becayou

tisPeterNarensky,

,

ce.

Surthermore: any concerafor the

state of the —

in this country

a

c ins

huas an obligation to foster an open

environment for a plethora of

from your childhood these round,
with
flatdiscs 12inchesindiameter
center.
the
in
a tiny hole
Seek them out Pete. Go then to

publication whenitfailedtomention that the issue of sexual preferenceiscurrentlybeingdebated
within the military.

glued
will bea round piece of
r with words
of thedisc
to the cente
written on it. This is called a label.

equality for other minority
should thereforebe
and ps
grou
as a model
campus ed
com
welon

Read it.

ee

_ and Jim Crow

Jou

ere nos

th

:

| this a scene from the past? What kind

—_ of government would treat its citizensso

tellsyou who youcanand cannot marry.

<>.

|

against

ts

horribly?

life
_ daily
American

laws. oe

prow

The sad truth is that this is the

of approximately
toc
citizens

I can or
or what

attic and look for their yee

Nash,and Young
sby
the CroStills,
section and pull out thedisc. There

|

love.

citizen
asa second-class
Youare lawstreated
| under
that are as old as Black Codes

Ineither want nor need anyone

can’t listen to.Recruiters do indeed bend and twist and with-

collection. You may remember

|

to

m

seghinet

garacenn semen
tence is a crime

Your

"*Bretend that you liven a country that

:

insane.

Here is what I would like you to to tell me who

:

3

n,

eor
thatmayb
views—evenor views
maybeme disturbing
Narensky
that
fear
my
and
atory
discrimin
compels
student
m
a journalis

a course of action for
to prescribe
him: research.

oo

vent certain groups from repre-

os

:

COLUM

Sekhar on egiene oe: | tates
to

nre

inion

7

:

:

for our ingredients list. About 99

from their ki

$100 million

eee

te use the same dictionary.

6 Foving pldinap Wack, tavtinny panels (9 Otter

homelessness was $35 million. Later that day I read in
a

ran this document through my word processor's

Ijust

enother meal
checker. Two wordsit thought were misspelled
food just by sweepWeraised anabundantamountof
—
yearsagoawomanwho
foot for three hours with Were “homelessness” and “egolessness.” Congress must
federal budget for ing through neighborhoodson

the homeless had been in the back of my

the

dinner salad.

and friends eagerly took part in providing heck ofa
members

and serve a meal for the homeless.
‘to prepare

hold thetruth, butsodidthisfine

Onecanalsoarguethattheservice has been a springboard of

up in this society, you i

other
and rs
| © che

e pl

children

edoutby

asbeing

You aret.the starof many a
| _ differen
| playground fight,as youtrytodefend
\ the tacitly-condone Jabuses
| yoursel
oo
| coming from your peers.
Asyougre

|

=

.. Wewhoare pay tale

rtunityto
thie oppor?

remindyou that thisis Gay

Pride Week.

This is the week we can all rise up to
—_—_reaffirm that “we holds these truths to be
self evident: that all people are created
equal; that they are endowed by their

__ ereator with certain unalienable rights; that
pursuit
among these are life, liberty and the

re ure

Per
- more

this
this

government
would these
receive
were to uphold
respect if it governn

and liberties that it so freely adverPlease support) Netional Gay Ciel
se Amendment.
Rights
rights

of racial cooperation.

of life's great
“Wooden Ships.” What name do Guard I kept one There'
s nonsuch
smsi
mind:
wrotethesong, trui
u see, Pete?
or any other thing asa free lunch. (Boy wasI
? Who on this

—

Bech:

a

a
nea

not
artment,
yc
untry

:

er,gey cv
nouncat
isaradioun
maynotbepermited Mm tore ntertfthe ml Mary Weatherly in
) Anyone who believese,ev- | | See
ay
Pete! ecorerightthananyone right
eyemegeeame co

Groyecegeryammenyee

who?

?

, Pete, at

i

Leo Muzzy

=|

and: It YON Sian

or
needs thelr bubble popped.
Conrad L. H

sophomore, geography
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OPPORTUNITIES

AUTOMOTIVE

ALASKA SUMMER JOBS:
Fisheries.
Our ALASKA
FISHERY EMPLOYMENT

pala, or

VIDEO
contains _ vital
ones
oe to
needed

ee

pe
3 free

2

2
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contacts!

Adventure Alaska!

Video
& list only $14.95 + $2.50

S&H from Educational Video

Chico

GA

S007

3561-L,

Chico, CA
WALRUS BICYCLE WORKS:

Repairs andoverhauls, Service

for the commuter.

822-5466.

No

Male or female.

Student E
S . -206-

rvices
ws oe 289.

For See Etonoyie_

BUD’S

MINI STORAGE

Arcata:

reservations no” .or summer
storage. Ask about our student

discounts. 822-8511
1180
5th Street.
24 hour

access. All units ground level.

WANTED
“KNOTS LANDING” FAN
HAS
MISSED
several
episodes

$1000

in one week.

Plus

receive a $1000
bonus
ourself. Anda FREE
WATCH
lsttorcatin 1-800-932-0528

in

make

$800.
No Pets, lease,
references. Days 822-5064,
Eves 822-0409.

ram call

FAST FUNDRAISING PROGRAM: Fraternities, sororities,
student clubs.
Earn up to

Studes*s!

1979 VW BUS
ween
engine, lots of fairlyn
parts.$1800 O.B.0. Tern oF
or
Rich, 677-0739.

KAYAKS USED AND NEW.

1960 HONDA HATCHBACK,
Good condition, new clutch,

$6,000. 442-5890.
4
ne

$575; 3 bedroom, garage,

experience

necessary.

OF

FURNISHED RENTALS near
college.
Studio, $270; 1
bedroom, $240; 2 bedroom,

ALASKA
SUMMEREMPLOY-MENT
FISHERIES.
Earn $5000+/
month. Free tra
r-tation!
Room & Board!
er 8,000
openings.

erro
available ine.
now

your
own 10x50 ft. mobile home. 5
minutes
from HSU, 1 bedroom,
includes new appliances.
te remodel,

earlier in season;

looking for someone who has
taped it. Would like to rent/
borrow your tape please. Call
Dave at 764-3262.
MOVING?
Donate good
condition thrift store items and
clean clothes to Reusables
Depot.
Non-profit Arcata
Community Recycling Center,
corner Sth & N. St., Arcata.
Open Wed-Sat, 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

All major

ae

ProPrinter Il, never beenused.
$150. 826-1555.

ins encouraged.
Free
instruction w/purchase. Get
—
inexpensively. 943-

VEGAN
VEGETARIAN
CLUB—Pot
luck Wednesdays.
11-1 p.m., Nelson Hall 119;
letter writing Fridays. 2-4 p.m.,
Nelson Hall 116. Vegans
Vegetarian Club—eat nor wear
anything of animals, avoids
products tested on animals,
developing kindess for all we.
Pray me ir
ace and paying
for we
Suppeath for peace
than war? S
ie National
Peace Tax Fund
Pond BillH.R.
B
1870,
S.
659.
a
ni
cores
SUPpO.
bill. Ask them what you
do.
National Peace Tax Fund
Bill
allows your federal income, gift,
estate tax go2 a

SERVICES
“WE WEED WEE WEEDS"
Minimal impact groundskeeping.
822-3086.

STUDENTS!!! Summer and
graduation are a around the
corner—ship
your belongings

home early. Your parents will
appreciate it—and so will we!
Pemberton’s Pack & Post, 600
F Street. Arcata, CA 95521,
707-826-2020 Authorized UPS
shipper
HAVE ASSIGNMENT THAT
NEEDS TYPING? Call Meari
at Henderson Street Word

a
Hall, JGC,

($5 minimum)

Discover Kinko's
and copy your
true colors.
Discover the impact of
realistic color copies when
you reproduce graphics,
photos, and illustrations
on our Canon Color Laser
cane Because it
parser color
is a real asset
in a wide

+.)
yi

a

ae

Processing, 443-6128.

Rave

The area’s only

Walk-ins Welcome!
Manicurist available

Free Anonymous AIDS Testing

2316
Harrison Avenue, Eureka
Monday - Friday 8:30 - 5:00

Clinic Services: 442-5709
Administration: 442-2961

Education: 445-2018

If you're motivated, outgoing, like to talk to people
and would like to earn $100-$400/month, contact
The Lumberjack Advertising Office

826-3259
Ask for Janet

STA TRAVEL
We've

RIVERS
ARENTHOOD

Join our sales team!

to

826-1828

for quality word processing
at the
low rate
of $1.50 per page

, 2276 Hemiock
a, 95521.

Low Cost Non-Prescription Birth Control Supplies

ya, Fresh fresh coffee every day!ail ¢DY)
«

¢ notes for classes

CLUBS &
ORGANLATIONS

SIGMA 70-200 TELEPHOTO
ZOOM LENS. $85 OBO. 9867794 or 444-0988

Birth Control Services

Roaster

¢ term papers ¢ thesis

power steering,$999.
And IBM

Used

whitewater gear. New gear
below retail. Drysuits. Trade-

-In the Bayshore Mall-

Coffee

Something Typed?

been

ZURICH
PARIS
FRANKFURT
CARACAS
TOKYO

there

660%
739"
739%
550%
987"

Some Restrictions Apply

AND EVERYWHERE ELSE!
° poe COST om
° EURAL. PASSES /1.D.
CARDS ISSUED ON
THE SPOT

1ee

GEARY

St. a7CA 94108
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“1 Sy souane
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the music department, 8 p.m., Van

Duzer Theater, $4, $2 students.

22 Wednesday

Et cetera
A six-mile hike through Prairie
Creek Redwoods State Park, hosted
by the Sierra Club, 839-8709 for
information and sign-up.
“Women and Spirituality,” part of
African Celebrations and Primal
Adventures, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Arcata

Music

Hotel Arcata: Henry Sherman,

music.
Jambalaya: Blues Jam with Dr.
Ross.
Concerts
Wynton Marsalis, jazz concert,

Veterans Building, $50-$80, $40 for

presented by CenterArts, 8 p.m., Van
Duzer Theater, $20, $15 students.
Et cetera
Midweek Fun and Conditioning
Hike, through Patricks Point State
Park, hosted by the Sierra Club, 8398709 for more information.

27 ‘Monday

movements as they discover traditional and spiritual healing qualities of
African rhythms as part of the African Celebrations and Primal Adventures

23 hursday
0)

Music
Jambalaya: Jambay.
Et cetera
Poetry reading by Yusuf
Komunyakaa, part of Black Visions
Festival, 8 p.m, Kate Buchanan
Room, free. =.

Saturday and Sunday.

Music
Jambalaya: Jazz Bone.
Theater

Complex.

Jambalaya: Doug and the Dukes.
North Coast Inn: The Other Guys.

Et cetera

“Ecology of the North Coast Black

Concerts

“The Importance of Being Earnest,”

“Chamber Choir /Madrigal Singers

ted by theater arts department,

Bear,” a field trip/xseminar hosted

by the Sierra Club, 822-2894 for
information and sign-up.
“Photographic
Explorations,”
Explore Redwood National Park
through the eye of your camera, $25,
464-6101 for more information.
The African Healing Dance, part of
African Celebrations and Primal
Adventures, 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Arcata
Veterans Building, $45-$75 per
person, 822-2665 for more information.

Spring Concert,” 8 p.m., Fulkerson

8 p.m., Van Duzer Theater, $5, $2.50

Recital Hall, $4, $2 students.

students.
Et cetera
“How to find a job in Humboldt
County,” a workshop hosted by the
Career Development Center, noon,

Sports
Women’s softball vs. CSU

Stanislaus, 1 p.m., Arcata Sports
Complex, Field House if rain.

25 Saturday

Nelson Hall West 232.
“Art and Spirituality” series,

Music
Jambalaya: Power Play.
North Coast Inn: The Minions
Band.

discussion
of Tibetan scroll painting,
hosted by Rhodedendron Retreat
Center, 7-9:30 p.m., HSU Newman
~ Center, 700 Union St., Arcata, $3

Benefit concert for the graduation
pledge, featuring Heartbeat, Krayola
and Francine and Nymia, 8 p.m., Old

24 Oriday

Arcata Creamery, $6, $4 students.
Sports

Hotel Arcata: Wallace Cooper,

Women’s softball vs. CSU
Hayward, 2 p.m., Arcata Sports

piano music, Chelsea Lounge; Off the
Cuff.

28 GJuesday
Music

Jambalaya: Dick Koenig Trio.
Concerts

Cypress Hill, rap concert, presented
by CenterArts, 8 p.m., Van Duzer
Theater, $14, $8 students.
Are4
>
Et cetera
“Job Interviewing Techféques,.;

26 Sunday

Concerts

workshop hosted by the Crent

Music
Jambalaya: Acoustic Talent Night

Development Center, 4 p.m.,
Hall West 232.
“Fisheries in the Philippines,” a~—

with Jim Silva.

Peace Corps workshop hosted by

Concerts
“Misa Criolla,” performed by

CCAT, 5:30 p.m., House 97.
Master of Arts Exhibition, through

Humboldt Chorale and presented by

May 16, Reese Bullen Gallery.

_

Bregatast Special
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Binders

Computer Paper

2 Bacon

ss

ortfolios

Envelopes
ing Pa
Mazhins Ribbons
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aya mt NHS)
Arcata Plaza

Stps:

¢ 2 Bacon
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rt Covers

822-0527

North Coast Inn :

Aq).

Binder Paper
Re
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t
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,
d
Su

OWith

mothers and daughters, 822-2665 for
more information.
Redwood Coast Railroad Museum
Open House, view a garden scale
layout to see how trains operate, 1-5
p.m., 826-5906 for more information.

Onye Onyemaechi will best his drum and leed workshop participants in dance
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Amenities:
The amenities you can enjoy are:
ePersonal Computer Labs
¢ Typing Labs « Cable TV
¢ Recreation Room ¢« Bus Stop to HSU
e Ample Parking

Please Note:
¢ No extra charge, for gas, electricity,
water or trash

¢ No extra charge for off street parking
(one space guaranteed per student)
¢ No extra charge for cable TV
RENTAL

OPTIONS

(Security Deposit $200)
— Month to Month $250 / Mo.
— Semester Guaranteed $235 / Mo.
— Fall & Spring Semesters Guaranteed $220 / Mo.

pe

fez

— Reduced Summer Rates (June — July only)

455 Union St. Arcata $22-1909
L ° FROG POND
NEWSPAPERS
MAGS, ONA
AL © INTERNATI
SAUNA CABINS
PA Live roux music © TRADITION
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NOON :TO | AM
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
— Gift Certificates Available —

CORNER STH & J STREETS, ARCATA ° CALL 822-2228 FOR RESERVATIONS
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